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The monodromies of knots, ·hypersurface singularities
and polynomials

'T. S. I(ulikov *ancl ,ric. S. I(ulikov t

Intoduction

There are similar situations in three fields in which monodromy appears; in classical knot theory,
in the theory of singularities and in algebraic geometry. For example, the Alexander polynomial
of a knot corresponds to the characteristic polynomial in cohomology of the Milnor fibre of a
singularity. We want to give a survey of some results concerning this subject concluding by the
results of our recent paper [[([(] (and some other results which are not contained in [[([(]).

Now we give a Inore detailed description of this paper. In section 1 we define following
Milnor the Alexander invariants and in particular thc Alexander polynomials in a general
situation of a CW-colllpiex X and its infinite cyclic covcring X oo . Besides, we recall the Milnor
exact sequence which connects homology of X and X oo '

In section 2 we recaJl SOine facts of classical knot thcory. In particular, we recall Stallings 'es
theorem, characterizing the fibred knots as knots whose groups possess a finitely generated
commutator subgroups, to be compared with corresponding result on the fundamental group
of thc cOinplement of a plane algebraic curve [Kl]. In section 3 we consider algebraic knots
throwing a bridge between knot theory and singularity theory.

In section 4 we consider the Milnor fibration f' : X' --+ S' of a germ of a hypersurface
singularity. If X oo = X' Xs V is the canonical Milnor fibre, where U --+ S' is the unramified
covering, then the monodromy transformation h of the n1ilnor fibre can be considered as a
generator of the group of covering transformations of Xoo / X'. vVe pay especial attention to
the Monodrony theorenl and the limit mixed Hodge structure on cohomology of Xoo to be
compared with results [KK] in global situation (see sections 9 and 10).

In section5 we consider the monodromy of a quasihoITIogeneous sillgularity to connect results
on local and global situations. Besides, we recall a construction representing the Milnor fibre
Xl as a cyclic covering of the complement U = IF \ V of a hypersurface in a weighted projective
space.

In section 6 we investigate the global case, that is, the complement X' = [:2 \ D and IF2 \ j)
of a plane algebraic curve. The definitions of the 111onodrOIny hand the (first) Alexander

-The research described in this pllblication was made possible in part by Grant No. 4373 from thc INTAS.
tThe work was done partially when the second allthor stayed at Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik in

Bonn.
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polynomial ß(t) = det(tid - h.) are general. vVe recall the divisibility theorems of Libgober
[LI] and Vik. Kulikov [Kl].

In section 7 we review methords of calclliations of ~(t) in case of irreducible curve D
intersecting the Hne at infinity transversally ([E], [LV]). They are based on Randell's theorem
[R] reducing the calculation of ß(t) to the calclliation of the characteristic polynomial of the
monodromy of thc Milnor fibre Xl of a homogeneous runction F(xo, XI, X2)' As we mentioned
above Xl is an unramified eydie covering of U = I?2 \ D. Esnault imbeds it to a ramified
eoverinh of a "blown-up" plane Y = Ji2, anel expresses ~(t) in terms of cohomology of invertible
sheaves on Y. Loeser and Vaquie express .6.(t) in ternlS of eohomology of some sheaves on I?2.

In seetions 8-10 we review the results of our paper [KK]. In seetion 8 under weak eonelitions
of eonneetivity alld irreclueibility, we obtain a relation between homology of X~, the unramified
n-sheeted eovering of X' = cl \ D, alld homology or its nonsingular projeetive model Xn,
and also with honlology of X oo , the infinite eydie covcring of )('. This generalizes Libgober's
result [LI-L3]. Besides, we generaHze the result of Kohno [Ko] on calclliation of ~(t) in terms of
cohomology of rational differentioal forms. In seetion 9 we sketch the proof of our theorem [KK]
on the semisimplicity of thc monodromy h on IldXoo)"#I. Besides, we five a sketch of the proof
of a new result of the semisimplicity of h on fIt (Xoo ) under some condition of transversality.
At last in seetion 10, as a cOllsequenee of the setTIisimplieity theorem, we show how to introduee
a natural mixed I-lodge strueture on H l (Xoo ).

1 Alexander invariants of infinite cyclic coverings

For the first time the nation of the Alexander invariants appearcd in classical knot theory. Then
it was transfered to other geometrie contents. We bcgin with a general geometrie situation
(Milnor [M2]).

1.1. Let X be a finite eonnceted eomplex 01' CW-eolnplex and <.p : X -t X be the infinite
eyclie covering of X , determinei by some epil110rphisITI p : 7ft (X) -t 1FI aoto the free group
IFl = 2. Then 1Fl aets freely on X as the group of covering transformations Deck(X IX) and
X lIFt = X.

Let k be a eommutative ring and A = A(k) be group ring k[IFtl of the group IFI. If t is
one of two generators of li'''t, then A = k[t, t-t] is thc ring or Laurent polynomials in t with
coeffieients in k. The hOlll010g1..group lfi(X, k) has a natural strueture of a A-module, where
t . c = lJi(t)(c) fe:.:.. c S Hi(X), Hi(t) is the autoll10rphistTI corresponding to the eovering
transformation t : X --+ X.

Definition 1 The A-module Ai = Ai(k) = lli(X, k) is calied the i-th Alexander invariant
(module) 0/ aspace X {more exactly 0/ the pair (X, p)).

1.2. lf k is a field, then A is a principal ideal dOll1ain. The homology group A = Hi(X, k)
is finitely generatecl over A. Henee by a general theorenl of algebra A is isomorphie to a direct
surn of cyc1ie modules
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where (Pi) is a principal ideal generated by a polynomial Pj(t). Here Ab = Afree is a free part
corresponding to Pj(t) == 0, and ffi7;IA/(pd = Ators is a torsion submodule of the A-module A.

The product ideal (PI' .... Pt) is called the order of A. Obviously the order of A equals to
o if alld only if A has a [ree part, b =f O. In othcr words, the order A =f 0 {::} A = Ators is a
torsion module over A, i.e. A is a vector space of finite din1ension over k.

Definition 2 11 A = Hi(X,k)J then the polynon~ial ßi(t) = PI(t) . .... pk(t) is called the i-th
Alexander polynomial of aspace X.

Obviously we have

Proposition 1 If A = Ih(X, k) is finite dimensional over k, then ßi(t) coincides (to within
a unit of A) wilh the cha7'acte1'istic polynomial of linear transformation Hi(t) : Hi(X, k) --+
Hi(X, k).

1.3. In general, if k is not a field, then the ring A = k(t, t-I] is not a principal ideal domain.
The most important example is k = Z. In any case, with any finitely presented module A
over a commutative ring A we can associate so called Fitting ideals Fh(A). They are defined
invariantly and are calculated in such a way. Let At .2...r A3 --+ A --+ 0 be a presentation of a
A-module A and let P be the matrix of the linear map p. Then thc k-th Fitting ideal Fk(A) c A
is generated by all lninors of order s - k of thc Il1atrix P.

Definition 3 The ideals Fk-I(A) are called the k-th Alexande7' ideals f07' A-module A.

For any ideal J C Adenote by I the minimal principal ideal containing I.

Definition 4 Any generator ~k(t) 01 the ideal Fk- 1(A) is calied lhe k-th Alexander polynomial
for the A -module A.

Note that in the knot theory only the first Alexander polynomial of the space X = S3 \ K
is nontrivial for a knot J(. So in this case the k-th Alexander polynomial of the module H I (X)
is called the k-th Alexandcr polYl1omial of the kl10t J(.

1.4. The Milnor exaet sequence. There is an exact sequence which is very usefull for
applications of Hi(X) for study of Hi(X). It is analogous to Wang exact sequence for a. locally
trivial fibration over a circlc. Consider a short cxact sequence

of chain complexes. Then h07nological (coho7nological) /l1ilnor exaet sequence is the correspond
ing homology (COhOITIology) exact sequence
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2 Classical Knot Theory

2.1. Let K C 53 be a knot, i.e. a connectecl submanifold in 53 c1iffeomorphic to a circle
SI. The knot group is the most important invariant of a knot. The g1'OUp 0/ the knot !( is
the fundamental group 'Tr = 'Trl(53

\ !() of thc complcmcnt 53 \ f( = X, which is a J«'Tr,l)
Eilenberg-1lIaclane space. It is easy to see that fJi (53

\ f{) = /Z for i = 0, 1 and Hi (53 \ I<) = 0
for i 2:: 2. Since H l (S3 \ !() is the abelianization of the group 'Trd53 \ K), we have an exact
sequence

o-t N -t 'Trl(X) -t H1(X) -t 0,

where N = [C, G] = G' is the commutator subgroup of er'. Consider an infinite cyclic covering
<p : X -t X determined by thc epimorphism p : 'TrI (X) --+ 111(X) = IFI .

Let A = k[IFl] be the group ring of the group IF1 •

Definition 5 The first Alexander invariant A = H1(X) 0/ the space X = S3 \ K is calied the
Alexander invariant oJ the knot !(.

Any presentation Inatrix for the A-module H1(X) is called an Alexande1' 1natrix. The
(k - l)-th Fitting ideal Fk- 1(H1(X)), correspondingly, the k-th Alexander polynomial ~k(t)

for the A-module H 1(X) is called the k-th Alexander ideal, correspondingly, the k-th Alexander
polynonüal JOi the knot. [(.

Theorem 1 The i-si Alexander ideal Fo(H1(.~)) 0/ a knot K l:S principal.

The first Alexander ideal Fü(HI (X)) is callcd sin1ply an Ale;J,:ander ideal and its generater
.6.(t) = ~1(t) is called an Alexander polynomial for the knot f<.

One can show that ~(t) = det(V - tVT), whcre \! is thc so-called Seifert matrix for a knot
K. It is a 2g x 2g matrix defillcd by means of notions of a Seifert surface and a linking number
of cycles.

The following result shows that there is great freedo1l1 for thc Alexander polynomials.

Theorem 2 (Seifert). ff a polynomial ~ E A salisfies t.he conditions .6.(t) = ±l and ~(t) =
t d • ~(t-l), where d = deg~, then there is a knot. K C 8 3 such that its Alexander polynomial
is .6..

2.2. Now we define a more restrictive dass of knots which contains all algebraic knots (the
knots of singularities).

Definition 6 A knot J( C 53 is fibered iJ there is a jibration 1nap p : 53 \ !( --+ SI such that
!< has a tuhular neighborhood T ~ SI X D2 in 83 Jor which the diagrarn

T \ K • 8 1
X (D 2

\ {O})

PIT~ ~
SI

is commutative, where D2 = {y E C I I y I< I} is the uni! disk and Po( x, y) = ~.



Fibres Ft = p-t (t), t E SI, are the interiOl'S of COll1pact surfaces Ft C S3 with common
boundary 8Ft = 1(. (Ft is obtained from a compact surface without boundary Pt by Ineans of
removing an open disk anel is called a Seifert surface for the knot ]().

Let F = Fl = p-l(I). The exact homotopy sequcnce of the fibration p gives that thc
commutator subgroup of 71'"} (S3 \ ]() coinsides with 71'"1 (F) and, consequently, is a finitely
generated free group. The fibered knots are charccterized by this property.

T h e 0 rem 3 (Stall ings). A knot J( is fibered if nnd on Iy 11 the C01nmutator subgr01tp [71'" 1(S3 \
](), 7f 1(S3 \ !()] is finitelv gene1Ylied (und free).

The fibration pis locaHy trivialover a circle 8 1 anel so defines a 'Tnonodromy home01norphis1n
h : F --+ Fand a 'momodromy opC1'ator H1 (11.) : H] (F) --+ 111(F), which we'll denote often
simply by h. Let [h] be a matrix of h. One can prove

Proposition 2 The matrix t . I d - [hJ is an Alc:candcr 'matrix for the knot K. In pa1'iicula1',
the Alexander polynomial ß(t) for the fibered knot coin6des with the characferistic polynomial
0/ the m071odromy operat01'

ß(t) = det(t . ld - [11.]).

3 Algebraic Knots

3.1. Let (C, 0) C (CZ, 0) be an isolated singularity of a, plane curve (i.e. the curve is rcduced).
Then we cau associate with (C, 0) a link L C 5'3, whcl'e L = C n S; and S; is a sphere of
sufficienly small radius €. Such links are called algebraic links. Ir (C, 0) has k components, then
the link L = L(C,O) has also k components. In particular, if (C, 0) is irreducible, k = 1, then
we obtain an algebraic knot L = I( C 8 3

,

Let f(x,y) = 0 be an cquation of (C,O), i.e. (C,O) is the zero fibre of a morphism of germs
f : (CZ, 0) --+ (C,O). Consider the Inap

]J : S; \ L --+ 8 I , ( )
f(x,y)

Px,y = IJ(;c,y) I'

By a general result of Milnor [MI] it follows that p is a locally trivial fibration, i.e. we have
the following proposition.

Proposition 3 All algeb1'aic knots (and links) (l7'e fib1'erl.

3.2. An algebraic knot I( = I( (C, 0) is entirc1y defined by the type of the singularity (C, 0).

Theorem 4 (K.Brauner). II

is the sequence 01 Puiseux pairs of a plane CUTve singularity (C,O), t,hen the knot 1«(C,O) lS

equivalent to the iterated to'rus knot associated 1,0 the sequence oJ pai7's P(C, 0).
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The Alexander polynolnial6.(t) of a knot 1{(C, 0) also can bc cxpressed in terms of Puiseux
paIrs.

Theorem 5 (L& Düng Trang [Le]).

where
p (t An -l)(t-l)
A~n(t) = (t-\ - 1)(tn - 1)'

und Vi = ni ..... n,5 J01' i = 1, ... , S, V.,+l = 1, and Al = '111.1, Ai = 1ni - m'i-l n i + Ai-l n i n i-l Jor
i = 2, ... ,So

Für exaluple, if (C, 0) is a cusp, x 3 + y2 = 0, then 1{(C, 0) is the trefoil knot and

(t6
- 1)(t - 1) 2

6.(t) = (3 )(2 )=t -t+l.t -1 t -1

Besides , Le Dung Trang prüved tbe füllowing theoren1.

Theorem 6 . The quoh:ent 6. 1/6.2 0/ the fi1'sl '.100 Ale:rander polynomial 0/ the knot K(C, 0)
is the minimal polynomial oJ the monod1'omy ope1'at01' 1\1 = h. : fl l (F) -7 H1(F) of the
singularrity (C, 0). M01'eover, ihis polynomial has disiinct. 1'00ls and hence the 1nonod1'omy M
has finite order and, in partieula1', M is se1nisimple.

Remark 1 If tbe singularity (C, 0) is not irreducible, then thc Il1onodromy operator M cau be
not semisimple. For example [ACI], if f = (x2+y3)(x3 +y2), then the minimal polynomial of
M is equal to (t 5 + l)(t2

- 1) and has a double root t = -1. Hence the monodromy operator
M has infinite order.

4 Milnor fibrations of germs of analytic functions

4.1. The Milnor fibration of an algebraic knot is a pa,rticular case of the Milnor fibration of an
analytic function germ f : ((['l+I, 0) -7 (C, 0). Let (Y, 0) C (cn+ 1

, 0) be a germ of a hypersurface
with the equation f(xo, XI, .•. l xn ) = O. Let thc gern1 f be defined in a neighborhood of thc
closed ball B~ of sufficienly small radius c > O. Let 8;n+l = aB~ be the boundary sphere.

Definition 7 K = 1«(Y, 0) = Y n 8;»+1 C 8;n+1 is called the knot oJ a singularity f or (Y, 0).

Theorem 7 [MI]. I/ c > 0 is sufficienly smalI, t.hen fhe 'map

J(x)
'P(x) = I f(x) I'

is a smooth locally trivial flbration.
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lf the singularity f is isolated, then the knot I( is a slnooth (2n - 1) -manifold. Any fiber
Ft = 'P- 1(t) is a slnooth open manifold whose closure Pt = Ft U 1(. Pt is a manifold with
boundary aFi = !(.

The fibration 'P is called the Mi/nor fibration 0] a sing71la1'ity f.
From the historical point of view the fibration 'P is a natural generalization of fibred knots

(and then of algebraic knots). But there is another equivalent fibration associated to f which
is also called the Milnor fibration.

4.2. Let S = S8 = {t E eil t I< ol, S' = S \ {Ol, X = Xf;,8 = Bf; n /-I(S5), X =
Hf; n /-I(S5), X' = X \ 1-1(0), and /: X --+ S, !: X --+ S denote the restrictions of 1 to X
and X.

Theorenl 8 ([MI]; Le Dung Trang, 1977). I] c » 0 > 0 are sufficiently smalI, then the 1nap
! : X' --+ S' is topological locally trivial fib1'ation, and f' : X' --+ S' 1:8 a smooth locally trivial
fibration.

Definition 8 The fibration I' : X' --+ S', and also J' :X' --+ S', is called the Alilnor fibration
0] a singularity f.

Sometinles, one uses the tenns open Milnor fibration and closed Milnor fibration to distin

guish between /' and J'.
The fibre X t = J- 1(t), t ES', is aStein cOlnplex manifold, dinlXt = n. Thc fibre Xt =

J-l (t) is a manifold with boundary. X t and Xt have the hOIllotopy type of a CW-complex of
real dimension n. The fibre X t (and also Xd is called the 1\1iln01' fibre 0] a singularity f.

Obviously the tibrations f anel J are homotopically equivalent to their restrictions over the
circle Sl/2 C S8 of radius 0/2. Identifying SJ/2 and 8 1

, we can asslune that the radius of the

circle equals to 1. Denote the restrictions of fand f over Sl by 'I/J and {; correspondingly.

Theoren1 9 (i) The fibrations 'P and 7jJ are fibre diiJeo'fn01'phic equivalent.
(ii) The fibrations 7jJ and {; are /ibre homotopy equivalent.

Thus introduced definitions of the notion of l\1ilnor fibra,tion are equivalent.

Remark 2 The Milnor fibration associated to a hypersurface singularity (Y, 0) eIoes not depend
on the choice of an equation f = 0 for (Y,O). This comes from the fact that I{-arbits are
connected. Moreover, the equivalence dass of the rvlilnor fibration for an isolated singularity
does not change uoder {t-const deformations.

4.3. A locally trivial fibration over a circle 8 1 detennine (and is determined by) a 7non
odromy transformation

h : X t --+ Xt.

The monodromy transformation determines hml1010gy and cohomology operators

The basic property of lnonodromy operators is given by
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Monodromy Theorenl. Let T : HP(Xt, C) --+ HP(Xt, C) bc I,he monodromy operator in p
dimensional cohomology 0/ the Mitnor fibration 0/ a hypcTsur/ace singularity (Y,O) c (cn+1,0)
01' 0/ a germ of a function f : (cn+ 1

, 0) --+ (C, 0). Then
(i) All the eigenvalues 0/ T are roots of 'ltnity! 01' in o{,he1' wO'l'ds, the operator T is quasiu

nipotent, i, e there exist positive intergers land q such that.

(ii) Tl has index 0/ unipotency at most p, i. e. we can f,ake q = p +1, i. e. the dimensions 01
Jordan blocks 0/ T are less 0'1' equal to p + 1.

There are several different proofs of the t\10nodrOlny Theoren1 (Grothendieck A., Landman
A., Clemens C.H., Katz N.M., Borel A., Brieskorn B., ... , sec, for cxample, [G-S]).

The Monodromy Theorem is c10sely connectcd with the theory of mixed Hodge structures
(MHS). One can find an introduction to this theory in [G-S].

4.4. Let / : (cn+ 1
, 0) --+ (C, 0) be an isolatcd singularity allel let X t he its Milnor fihre.

We consider the canonical A1ilnor fibre X OCJl i.e. thc total space of the pullback of the Milnor
fibration /' : X' --+ S' to the universal cover U --+ 8' of S', X oo = X' Xs U. As each X t is
homotopy equivalent to X oo , there is a canonical isomorphism between j[n(Xt} and Hn(xoo )'

The vanishing cohomology groups carry a mixed Bodge structure first defined by Steenbrink
[8J, who used an embedding of f : X --+ S to a falnily of projective hypersurfaces and resolution
of singularities of this family. Then Varchenko A.N. and Sherk-Steenbrink [8-8] gave another
description of the Hodge filtration on Hn(xoo ) which eIoes not use resolution of singularities.
The weight filtration W. on Hn(xoo ) is cünnected wit.h thc monodrolny operator T. It is the
weight filtration of the nilpotent operator !'l = - 2~i log 'J~, where Tu is the unipotent -part of
the monodromy.

We cau Inake more precise formulation of part (ii) of thc MOTlodromy Theorem for JJn(xt}

ii') Thc Jordan blocks ofT are 0/ size at rnost n +1. The Jordan blocks for eigenvalue 1 01

T are 0/ size at most n.
Van Doorn M.G.M. and 8teenbrink J.H.M. (D8] gave thc following supplement to the Mon

odromy Theorem :

Theorem 10 1f the monodromy operator T on JJn(."K.d has a Jordan block 0/ size n + 1 (nec
essa1~ily /01' an eigenvalue =f:. 1), then T also has a Jordan block 0/ size n for the eigenvalue
1.

This theorem is an analogue in higher dilnensions of thc following result of Le D.T. (1972):
The monodromy 01 an irreducihle plane curve singula'1'it.y is 0/ finite order.

4.5. At last we want to mention about the MHS on cohOlnology of the knot (link) of a
singularity and the Wang scquence (cf. [Ka]) to be cOIl1pared with the Milnor exact sequence
and our result in the last section of this article.

Let I< = X o n 82n+1
, X o = /-1 (0), he thc knot of an isolated singularity f. It is known

that the pair (X, X o) is hOll1eomorphic to the cüne on (5'2n+l, J() with the vertex Xo = Sing f.
So J( is hOIl10topy equivalent to X o \ {xo} and heuce Jfi(XO \ {xo}) '" Hi ( J(). By the
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Poincare duality we have an iSOITIOrphism Hi( J{) ~ IJ2n-l-i (I{), and by the Alexander duality
H2n-l-i(I{) ~ Hi+I(S2n+l \ I(). Again Ifi+1(S2n+l \ !() ~ fJi+1(X' ), X' = X \ X o, since
S2n+l \ I( is hOITIOtOpy equivalent to X'. For the coho1l1010gy with coefficients in a field we
obtain dual isomorphisms

So we can think about each of these cohomology as cohonl010gy of tbe knot of a singularity.
Using the above isomorphism we can introduce a Nt HS on Hi(I{). Indeed, because Xo

is contractible, the long exact coboITIology sequence of the couple (Xo, X o \ {x o }) implies

isomorpbisnl Jfi(Xo \ {xo}) ~ IJi+l(Xo,Xo \ {xo}) (~gr l[{~o\(Xo). But X o can be extended

to a complete variety Xo, and by excision H{xo}(Xo) ~ IJ{xo} (Xo). On H{xo}(Xo) there is a
canonical and functorial ~1HS.

The monodromy operator Tappears in ll1ang exad sequence

For an isolated singularity f tbe Milnor fibre X t is homotopy equivalent to a buquet of
n-spheres and hence Hi(Xt} f= 0 only for i = 0 and i = n. Consequently the only interesting
cohomology groups of the knot are Hn(x ,) and Ifn+I (XI) which are the kernel and the cokernel,
respectively, of the lTIap T - Id : Hn(Xd --t Hn(Xd.

The terms of the vVang sequence carry the l\IIHS. The l11ap T - I d need not be a ITIorphism
of Hodge structures. But if we change T - 1cl by f\l = - 2~i log Tu, then the sequence remains
exact and becomes a MHS exact sequence.

5 Monodromy of a quasihomogeneous singularity

5.1. Let f E c{xo, ... , xn] be a quasihomogeneous (= weighted homogeneous) polynomial of
degree deg f = f\l with respect to the weights wt Xi = Wi, i.e. f satisfies the Euler relation

Consider the singularity f : (cn+ 1
, 0) -t (C, 0). Then thc local Milnor fibration fl : X' -t S'

defined in the previous section is equivalent to the global affine Mi/nol fiblation fl, where we
denote by f : X -t S a morphism defined by the polynOinial f,

cn+ 1 = X

f)
c=S

:::) X' = X \ )(0,

)r
:::) 5' = C \ {O} .

X o = /-1 (0)

Indeed, we can consider the c- -action on ~+I associatcd to weights 'W = (wo, . .. ,wn )

_ ( wo W n )I 0 X - r Xo, ••• , I X n ,

9
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The fibre X t = /-1 (t) has the equation I( Xo, ... ,xn ) = t. Thc Euler relation f( r 0 x) =
rN f(x) = rNt shows that l' E C translates the fibre ~'>;t to the fibre XrNt, and C aets on the
set of fibres X t , tEe, transitively. If we define the action of C on 5' = C, rot = rN t, then
we see that the morphisln f : cn+ 1 -t C is equivariant.

5.2. Let us calculate the monodromy h : XI -+ Xl. COllsider the fibre F = Xl over the
point t = 1 E 5'1 = {I t 1= I}. If we eonstruet a falnily of diffeomorphisms htp : Xl -+ Xl,
t = e21':itp, then h = hl : Xl -t Xl is the monodromy. Obviously, we can take htp =: e2jjre 0 ( . )

and then we have r 0 x E XrN = X e21ri,., = X t for x E XI, f(x) = 1, and r = e2jJ'f. Thus we
obtain a eonerete deseription of the geometrie 111onoelron1Y h : Xl -t XI,

2rr1wQ 2rri w n
h(x)=(e xo, ... ,e N xn ).

In particlllar, hN = 1 and the monodromy T = h* : H'C>;t, C) -t Jr(Xt ,C) has a finite order,
T N = id. We obtain

Corollary 1 The monodr01ny of a quasihomogeneo7.ls sing7.l1arity is semisimple, T = T II , and
all eigenvalues Aare roots of unity, AN = 1 .

5.3. We can use the weighted projeetive space

~ = nn(w) = cn+ 1
\ {O}/e*,

where the action of C on cn+ 1 is defined above, to calculate the eigensubspaces of Hk(Xt , C).
The space nn(w) generalizes the usual projective space pU corresponding to weights w = (1, ... , 1)
(in the ease of hOlnogeneous polynomial f). The equation f(x) = 0 defines a hypersllrface V C nn
and let U = IF \ V be the complelnent to \I. vVc ean consider Y = X o C cn+ 1 as a quasicone
y = Cv over \I. We obtain a diagram

Y \ {O}
n

------·11

n

------. JID

u

:) X' ----. U = JID \ V

1'1 ~ ~F=X1

cn+l
\ {O}

U

5' = C :> 5" 3 1

Thus, cn+ l
\ {O} is partitioned into C'-orbits anel the set of orbits is P. The fibre Y = /-1 (0)

consists of orbits, the generators of the quasicone Cv , Y" \ {O}/C = V. And any fibre Xt,
t =j:. 0, is mapped onto U. Moreover, the subgroup flN = {r E C 1 r N = I} is the stationary
subgroup of the fibre X t (1,Nt = t :::} rN = 1). The group IlN acts on X t and the generator
e2tri / N of this group acts as the monodromy h, and XtlJLN = U.

10



Thus, F / ~N = U anel we ean use the differentia.l farIns on thc principal open subset V = lF \ V
to calculate sUlnmands of H'(F, C), H'(F,OF), H'(F, n~) in their deeolnposition into the surn
corresponding to the characters X E Hom(t-tN 1 C'").

6 Alexander polynomial of a plane curve

6.1. Let D C CZ be a plane affine curve of degree d elefined by an equation f(x, y) = O. Let

k

f(x, y) = TI fti(:l;, y)
i=l

(1)

be the decomposition into irreducible factars. DeHote by Di C [:2 an irreducible component of D
defined by the equation fi(x, y) = 0, i = 1, ... ,k . Thc function t = f(x, y) defines a nl0rphisrn
f: X -+ S, where X = C2

, S = Cl, Then D = 1- 1(0). Denote S' = C \ {O}, X' = X \ D.
Consider the infinite cyclic covering ep = epoo : X oo -+ X' corresponding to the universal covering
e : U -+ S', w here U = C, t = e(u) = e21riu

,

X 00 _.....l..r.e_........ )('

100 j jr
u --_0 5"e

It is weIl known that fldX' , /Z) = Zk is generated by the loops ,i "surrounding" the components
Di , The homornorphisln f; : ?Tl (X') -+ ?Tl (S') = /Z factors through the Hurewitz homoJnorphism
H

f; : 7r1 (X') -.!!....t HdX' , /Z) = /Zk~ z,

where J(sd,d + .. ,+ sd/k]) = 2::7=1 Sjmj,

Definition 9 We say that 1 is primitive if the generic fibre 0/ f :~ -+ C is irreducible,

It is weIl known that if f is not primitive, then f factors through a covering p : C -+
C, f( x, y) = p(g(x, y)) such that g( x, y) is prilnitive.

Proposition 4 ([1(1], [Sa]). The veetorspaee rfl(Xoo,C) 1:sJinite-dirnensiona/ i/and on/y if /
is apower 0/ a primitive po/ynomia/.

In the sequel we'll assurne that / is primitive, in particular,

Then f; : 7r1 (X') -+ Z is an epimorphism.
The following theoren1 is an analog of Theoreln 3 (Stallings) in the case of algebraic curves.

Theorem 11 ([Kl], [K2]) 1/ f is primitive) lhen !(el' /~ is Jinitely gene1'ated. In partieu/ar) i/
D C C2 is an irredueib/e eurve) then [7rJ (C! \ D), 7r1 (~ \D)] is finitely generated.

11



Definition 10 The i-th Alexander polynomial ~D,i oJ a C1lrve D C CZ is the i-th Alexander
polynomial 0/ the space X' = Cl \ D associated wiih thc cpimorphism. j;. The first Alexandcr
polynolnial .6.D(t) = .6.D ,1 (t) is calied simply the Alexandcr Jlolyno'1nial 0/ D.

Definition 11 The Alexander polynomial .6.D (t) 0/ a Pl'ojcctive C1l1'Ve D C p2 is the Alexander
polynomial 0/ an affine curve D C ~, where C = p2 \ L, D = D nCl) and L C p2 is a generic
line.

We can begin with an affine curve D C (:2 allel considcl' its projective closure D C p2. Then
for the equality .6.b(t) = ~D(t) it is necessary fol' L to intersect f) trasversally.

Theoren1 12 (Randell [RD. J/ D c p2 is a reduced curvc dcfined by the equation F(xo, Xl, X2) =
0) then ~D(t) is equal io the characteristic polynomial 0/ lhe monodromy h on first homology
0/ the Milnor fib1'e 0/ the homogeneous singula'rily F : cJ --+ C,

.6.D(t) = det(t . id - h).

In particular, this yields that the lnonodrolny of a reduced curve transversally intersecting
the line at infinity is selnisimple because it is so for the l11onodrOIny of a quasihomogeneous
singulari ty.

6.2. The divisibility by the Alexander polyn(nnial ([Ll], [Kl]). Let Pi E D be a singular
point. Denote by .6.pi ,D(t) the characteristic polynonlial of the 1110nodromy T on cohomology
H1(Xd of the Milnor fibre of the singularity (J),pd. Equivalently, .6.pi ,D(t) is the Alexander
polynomial of the algebraic link J( (D, Pi).

Let S3 = aT(L) be the boundary of the tubular neighbouhood of the line L = Loo C IF2 at
infinity. Denote by .6.oo ,D(t) the Alexander polynOInial of the link fJ n aT(L) c ßT(L). If L is
in general posi tion relati ve to D, then

Theoren1 13 (Libgober [LI]). // D c (:2 is an irreducible curve, lhen
(i) ö'D(t) divides the pToduct ll.6.pj ,D(t) ojthe local Alexander polynomials 0/ all singularities

Pi E j).
(ii) ö'D(t) divides ö'oo,ö(t).

This theorem provides some information about thc fundamental group 1rl(~ \ D). The
application of it to curves with only cusps and nodes one can find in [L3].

Let X tI , .•• ,Xtq be the degenerate fibres of /' : X' --+ S' such that X' \ (UXtj ) --+ S' \ (Utj)
is a 0 00 locally trivial fibration. Let X t be a generic fibre. Let rO anel 100 be circles with centers
at 0 and of radius ro « 1 and r oo » 1. Denotc by ho and hoo the monodromy operators on
H1(Xt ) corresponding to 10 and /00 (and defined modulo an inner automorphism). We call the
characteristic polynolllial .6.in (t) = det(ho - t . Jd) (correspondingly, ß ex(t) = det(hoo - t . Jd))
the internal (anel (correspondingly, external) Alc:r:andcr polynonüal.

Theorem 14 (Kulikov [Kl]). Jj the po/ynomial f(x, y) is primil.iveJ then ßD(t) divides .6. in (t)
und it divides .6.ex (t).

12



Let 0 : jF2 --+ un2 be a cOInposition of (j -processes resolving the points of indeterminacy of
the rational map

f: un 2
- - - pI

U U

cl · cl

Put j = 00 f : jF2 --+ unI. We can assurne that the fibres

No

1-1 (0) = L miDi,

i=l

are divisors with normal crossings. Put

D? = Di \ (U(Di n Dj ) ) ,

i:;fj

Ft/ = ~ \ (U(~ n Rj )).

ii-j

In this case the internal and external Alexander polynOInials can be calculated in terms of Euler
characteristics x(D?) (respectively x(R?)) and ll1ultiplici ties 1Tl.i (respectively r i) [A C2] :

No
ßin(t) = (t - 1) TI(tm; - l)-x(D?),

i=l

No::>

~ex(t) = (t - 1) TI (t r; - :L)-x(R?).

i=l

In particular, if the curve D= D1 U ... U Dk C un2 intersects Loo transversally, then

where di = deg Di .

7 Calculations of Alexander polynomials of reduced
curves

We review the results of Esnault [E], Loeser-Vacuie [LV], Kohno [Ko].
7.1. Th e Alexander polynomial co ineides '/Vi th thc charaele1'istic polynomial 0 f the mon

odromy for a homogeneous singularity. Let D = D1 + ... + Dk C 1F2 be a reduced curve of
degree d with the equation F(xo, Xl, X2) = O. In virtue of Randell's Theorem the question is
reduced to the caIculation of the characteristic polynomial ~(t) = D..D (t) for the monodromy
h* : H1(XI,C) --+ [fl(X1 ,C) of the Mitnor fibre Xl = P-l(l) of the homogeneous singularity
F : cJ --+ C.

7.2. The monodromy transformation is a gcne1Ytf,o'J' 01 thc group of automorphisms of a

cyclic unramified eovering. Consider the diagranl fro111 scction 5
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X o \ {O} 0 D

n n

~ \ {O} o l?2

U U

X=~ =:> X' U = p2 \ J)

FI I

....j
~

XI

S=C :> S'

The calculation of .6.(t) is based on the fact that p : Xl -r U is an unramified cyclic covering
of degree d, and the lnonodromy h : Xl -r XI acting as h(xo, Xl, X2) = ((xo, (Xl, (X2), where
( = e21fi

/
d is the primitive root of unity of degree d, coincides with thc generator of the group

AutuXI = 7lJd7l.

7.3. The i7nbedding 0/ an unramified cove1'ing 10 a l'a1nified one. Let Xl be a projective
closure of the surface Xl in JIl'3, defined by thc equation F(xo, Xl, X2) = xf The projection
IIJi3 -r IIJi2, (Xo: Xl : X2 : X3) I----t (XO : Xl : X2) fron1 the point (0 : 0 : 0 : 1) f/. Xl determines the
covering j5 : Xl -r IIJ'2 extending p and ramified over thc curve D C IF2

• Resolve the singularities
of Xl. First take the imbedded resolution a : y" --+ p2 of tbe curve D to obtain a divisor
with normal crossings C = a- l

( D). Let C c Y be the proper preimage of D and Ej be the
exeptional curves. Tben take the pullback ilnage Y' = Xl Xp~ Y of the surface Xl over Y and
take its normalization Y --+ Y'. At last, considcr a gooel resolution Z ~ Y of the singularities
of Y. The surface Y has only rational (in fact, quotient) singularities, because C is a divisor
with nonnal crossings, and after minimal resolution of Y chains of rational curves are "glued".
We obtain a commutative diagram

Xl C Z

ITl~_
Y 0 Xl :> XI

q 1 111

u c y----0 IF2 =:> U = I?2 \ D.
a

Let 'fJ = q 0 1T", rp = po rr; q;-l(D) = cp-l(C) = .6. is a divisor with normal crossings. Then
Z \ .6.~XI, Y \ C~ U.

7.4. The description of 1'amified cyclic coverings in term,s oJ invertible sheaves ((E]). Let
(telnporarily) Y be a. nonsingular algebraic variety (of arbitrary diJnension m). In a loeal
situation, if for example Y = ~, a cyclic eovering q' : Y' --+ Y of degree n ramified Qver a
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divisor D c Y defined by an eqllation f(x, y) = 0 is a, projection of the subvariety Y' C cZ X C
defined by the equation zn = f(x, y) in the trivial fibration. vVe can write Y'= Spec OYI ,

where OYI = 0<;2 ffi OC2Z EB ... ffi OC2Zn-1 , anel the structllre of algebra on OYI is given by the
rule zn = J(x, y).

In a global situation instead of trivial fibration we lUllst take a locally trivial fibration 01' an
invertible sheaf. The construction of a cyclic covering runs as follows. Let L be an invertible
sheaf on Y such that the sheaf Ln has a section s : O}r --+ .cn and its zeroes determine a divisor
D C Y. Then .c-n c Gy is thc sheaf of ideals of thc divisor D. Set

n-l

y' = Spec}r (ffi .c-j
),

j=O

where the Gy-algebra structure is defined by inclusion .c-n c Oy . Then r/ ; Y' --+ Y is a
cyclic covering ramified over D.

Now let D = L: vIEl be a divisor with normal crossings. Then the normalization V : Y --+ y'
can be described concretely in terms of the following sheaves .c(j) . Put q = v 0 q' : Y~

/

Y' -!..t Y. Then the direct image of the structure sheaf

n-l

q*Oy = EB(.c(j))-l ~
j=O

where

LU) = [) 0 Oy( - I:{LvdEI),
I n

and [.] denote the entire part of a number.
The group AutyY' = AutyY = 71./n71. acts selnisin1ply on q*Lfr . Let ( = e21fi

/
n be a root of

unity, and
n-l

q*Gf = EB F j
j=O

be the decomposition into the SUffi of eigensubsheaves, whcre Fj corresponds to the eigenvalue
(j of the generator h of 71./n71.. Actually the decOlnposition described above coincides with the
decomposition according to eigenvalues of h,

F· - r(j) J' - 0 n - 1J - J.." - , ••• , •

Return to our situation. The covering }"J : Xl --+ IF2 is ran1ified over a divisor D anel
is determined by the sheaf 12 = 01"2(1) and inclusion P : [.-d = Or2(-d) --+ 01"2, Xl =
SpecI"2(EB1:~OI"2(-j)), and the covering q' : Y' --+ Y is determined by [. = 0"*(01"2(1)) and

inclusion L-d = 01'( -0) C Gy, where C = c + L l/j Ej .

7.5. The deco'mposif,ion of cohomology of the A1ilnor ]ihre. The fibre Xl is a nonsingular
algebraic variety and so there is a MHS on If>()(l' Q) (Deligne). "VVc need a good compactifica
tion of Xl to introducc the MHS. We can take a gooel resolution Z :> Xl, because ß = Z \ Xl
is a divisor with normal crossings. We have a spectral sequence
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degenerating in the tern1 EI' In particular, we obtain that

7.6. The descent to Y. Thc singularities of the surface Y are rational (being quotient
singularities) and the morphism q is finite. This involves

Corollary 2 We have

'P$ni(log~) = n~r(log C) \3) q$OF,

Ri'P...n~(log ~) = 0 ror -i > O.

Consequently,

Hq(Z, ni (log ~)) = Hq(y, nV(log C) C9 q...Oy)
= EB1:~I[q(y, n~r(log C) \3) (.cU))-I

and the last equality is the decomposition into the sun1 of eigensubspaces for the operator h
with eigenvalues (i.

ln particular, we obtain

Corollary 3 l-Ve haue

Jor j = 0, ... ,d - 1.

We have .c,(i) = Gy for j = 0, H 1(Y, Gy) = 0 since Y is a rational surface, and

Therefore, dilll H I (XI, eh = k - 1.
We obtain the following expression for thc Alexander polynOlnial

Theorem 15 ({E]). If a curve D C p2 is reducedJ lhen

d-I

~D(t) = II (t - (j)hj,
j=O

where ( = e2rri/ d
J and

We haue ho = k - 1 JO'1' j = O. BesidesJ

JOT j = 1, ... , d - 1.
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The last equality is proven in [LV]. Strictly saying, this theorem is contained in the Esnault's
paper [E] implicitly. She calculates b1(Xd, b2()(d and also the rank anel the signature of the
intersection quadratic fonn on H~(XhC). This theorem is contained in [LV], where the further
descent to IF2 is realized with the help of Vanishing theorClll and the theory of MHS in vanishing
cohomology of an isolatecl hypersurface singularity.

7.7. Th e descent to JF2 ([LV]). Let er : Y -+ JID2 be an en)bedded resolution of singulari t ies of
a curve D C JID2. In the paper [LV] the sheaves er",(.cU) 0 Wl' ), where Wy is the canonical sheaf,
are calculated. They prove that

er",(.c<j) 0 wy) ~ Aa(j - :3),

where a = jld-I, 1::; j:S d-l, anel the subsheaJ A a C Or2, for a E Q, -1 < a < 0,
coincides with Of'2 outside SingD anel for a singular point x E SingD is defined by the condition

(Aa)x = {g E V r2,x I aJ(gwo) > a},

where f = 0 is a loeal equation of the curve D at x, Wo is a 2-forITI regular anel not vanishing
at x, anel aJ(w) is the order of a form w. [If J : (rr::n+ 1

, 0) -+ (C,O) is an isolated singularity
and w is a (n + l)-form, then the order aJ(w) is the 111inilnal exponent of t in the asymptotic
development of integrals f :;; over manyvaluecI horisontal sections of homological Milnor fibra

tion.] A.N.Varchenko expressed af(w) (in the case aJ(w) :S 0) in tenns of embedded resolution
7f : X -+ rr::n+ 1 of the singularity f :

() . f(l+vj(w) )af w = In - 1 ,
'lnj

where Jr-l(f-t(O)) = Ln~jEj and Vj(w) is thc order ofthe form 7f*(w) a,long the component Ej .
Moreover, Loeser and Vacuie prove in [LV] with the help of the vanishing theorenl (E.Vieweg)
that

Rier",(.cU) 0 wy) = 0 for i > 0 and j = 1, ... ,d - 1.

This involves that
dill1H 1(y, (.cU))-l) = dill1 H 1(p2, Aa(J· - a))

for j = 1, ... , d - 1 ancl 0' = j Id - 1.
It is proven in (LV] that

Ifl(lF 2
, Aa(j - 3)) = 0,

if a = j Id - 1 does not belong to one of the spectra of x E Sing D. Summarizing we obtain the
Loeser-Vaquie's result

Theorenl 16 ((LV]). /j f) = D 1 + ... + D k C JID2 is a Ted1lced CUTveJ lhen

~D(t) = (t - l)k-l TI (~Ct(t))la,

aEA D

where A v is the set of a E Q foT' which -1 < a < 0, d· 0' E Z and a belongs lo the specl1'1l'm
of one of the singularities x E SingD J and

~a(t) = (t - exp(27fiO'))(t - exp( -27fia)),

Ia cl imH 1 (I?2
, Aa ( d(a + 1) - 3)).
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7.8. Calculation of the Alexander polinomial in tenns of cohonl-ology of rational differential
forms ([Ko]). T.Kohno calculates ßD(t) for a l'cduced irreducible curve D c ~ transversally
intersecting the line Loo at infinity. To calcttlate 6. D (t) in terms of differential forms one
needs some preliminary results about the conncction betwecn COhOIllOlogy of infinite and d-fold
coverings of ~\D. vVe'll obtain these results in general setting in the next section, and then
we'll calculate ~D(t) in section 8.6.

8 The homology of cyclic coverings of the complement
to a plane curve

We pass to the exposition of the main results of the paper [J( J<J. 'fhe problem is to consider
as general curve as possible, not reduced and without conditions at infinity as it was assulned
in the previous section. We return to the notation of scction 6 : D = 1nlDI +... +mkDk C ~
is a curve of degree d defined by the equation f(x, y) = 0 anel so on.

8.1. Let 'Pn : X n -+ X be n-folel cyclic covering of X = ~, where X n is a normalization of
the surface defined by the equation zn = f(x, y) in 0. Denote X' = X \ D, X~ = X n \ B, B =
'P;:;I(D). Then the infinite cyclic covering 'P = 'Poo : X oo -+ X' factors through the unranüfied
covering 'Pn : X~ -+ X' and we have a cOlllmutative cliagraIn

<P : Xoo rP=') X~ ~ X'

11", I1~ Ir
e: U --+ S' ~ 5'n ,

(2)

where e(u) = t = e21Tiu for u E U = C, en(z) = t = zn ancl z = e21riu/n for z E S~ = c \ {O}.
We'll be interested in the connection between thc homology of the affine variety X~ and its

projective conlpletion Xn .

Remark 3 The investigation of cyclic coverings Xn of the plane p2 (theory of algebraic sur
faces) was the main reason for O.Zariski ([Zl], [Z2]) to study 7T"1(C2

\ D). The computation of
the irregularity q(Xn ) and other invariants of Xn is one of the directions of the subject which
we don 't touch (see the Sakai 's survey [Sa]).

Let f : p2 -+ S' = pI be a rational Inap corresponding to thc morphism f : X -+ 5,
not defined only at some points of the infinite line L oo = p2 \ cl = I-I (00). Resolving the
points of indetenninacy by Ineans of O"-processes 0" : ~R -+ jp2 we gct a I110rphism f = J . 0" :

X -+ S. We can iInagine X = ~ to be obtained frol11 X by means of throwing out a curve
er-I (Loo ) which consists of some quasisections anel S0111e c0111ponents of fibres of thc n10rphism
J. Analogously we can construct a completion Xn • vVe begin with a hypersurface in p3 defined
by the equation x~ = x~J(xo, XI, X2), where J(xo 1 Xl, X2) is a homogeneous polynomial of
degree deV associated with I, m = n - deg f. Let X n be a normalization of this surface
and epn : X n -+ p2 be induced by the morphisIl1 'Pn : X n -+ X. Resolving the singularities
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and tbe points of indeterminacy of morphisnls we gct a. smooth surface Xn => X~, wbere
X~ = X n \ SingXn , anel a cOlnmutative diagralll

XI C Xo C Xn ~ X => Xn n

1f~ 1f 1Jn jJ 1f
SI C Sn C Sn Co> .5 J Sn

(3)

8.2. Let us formulate the conditions which we ilnpose on the curve D. We say tbat the
condition (Irrn ) holds for a curve D if all the curves Bi = c.p~1 (Di ), i = 1, ... ,k, are irreducible.

Definition 12 A curve D is connected modulo n, if the support of the divisor

D modn = L 'ln i D i
m;i;D mod n

is connected. D is absolut.ely connected modulo 11. , 01' sho1'te1', satisfies the condition (Cn ) J if

D is conneeted modulo 11.1 for each nl, nl 1 n.

vVe need the condition (Cn ) to get the following

Theorem 17 ([]( I(]). [f D satisfies the condil,ion (Cn ) , then

HO(Xn , tJxo )= c.

This theorem affims that the regular and regular invertible functions on the affine variety
X n are only constants, i.e. the matter is the salne as on ~. FrOID this theorem follows that
from the point of view of one-dimensional homology only the cOlnponents Bi = cp;;I(Di ), which
lie on the nonnalization X~, are essential for a cOInpactification X~ C Xn .

Corollary 4 . If a curve D satisfies the cOl1dition (Cn ), then the inclusion i : X~ C Xn induces
an isornorphism

8.3. The relation between homology of X~ and Xn is given by

Theorem 18 ([K I(]).
(i) 11 D satisfies the conditions (Cn ) and (Irrn) J tllen lhere is an exact sequence

k

o~ E8Cii ~ Hl(X~:C) Ä H1(Xn,C) ~ 0,
i=l

where i = in : X~ C Xn is an imbedding, and the cycle 'Yi E J(er i* c01'1'esponds to "going arroud
the component Bi" .

(ii) M oreovei, if D saiisfies the conditions (Cn(D}) and (Irrn(D)) J then the sequence (4 n ) is
exact J01' all n.
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The condition of Theoren1 17 (i) holds if the support of the curve D is connected in C2 and
(mi, n) = 1 for each rnultiplicity mi (in particular, if D is a reduced curve). If D is an irreducible
curve, we get a generalization of the Libgober's rcsult: dirn I(er i. = 1 (the conditions at infinity
are superf!uous ).

8.4. The 1'elation 0/ H1(Xoo ) and H1(X~). The proof of Theoren1 17 (ii) is based on the
application of thc Milnor exact sequence (see section 1) to analyse the relation of lit (Xoo ) and
J/t(X~) for different n.

Consider the Milnor exact sequence for thc infinite cyclic covering <poo,n : X oo -t X~. If
Gn C 1Ft is the infinite cyclic group generated by hn, then X~ = XooIGn anel X' = X~I /-in,
where /-in = ri t IGn is the cyclic group of order n. Denote by hn the automorphisIll of X~
induced by the rnonodrorny h. Then hn is the generator of the grOtlp fln which corresponds
also to the generator of the Galois group Gal(k(X~)lk(X')).

Put together the fvIilnor exact sequence and the exact sequence (4 n )

1
Ht(Xoo )

jhn
- id

Ht(Xoo )

j(1'00,,.).

Ht(X~) (in)~ fIt (Xn)- 0

1
1Jo(Xoo )

1
o

The group 1Ft = Z with the generator h = h. acts on the spaces 1It (Xoo ), [li (X~) anel
IlteXn) (on HI(X~) and H1(Xn) the action is reducecl to the group /-in = ritlGn with the
generator hn). Clearly, the hOlllornOrphisl11S (<Poo,n). and (in). are equivariant.

We denote
IJt(Xoo ) = ffiiHt(Xoo)).,j = Ifl(Xoo)).,=1 ffi 1ft (Xoo):l:t

the root decolnposition of the automorphism h, whcre H t (Xoo )::;1 = ffi).,#lHt(Xoo)).,. vVe shall
apply the analogous notation for the root decolnposition of thc spaces Ht(X~) and !f1(Xn )

corresponding to the automorphism hn = (hn ) •.

The cololnn in diagralll (5 n ) gives that Ht(X~) is ahnost Im(<poo,n). C JI1(X~),

Coker(<poo,n). ~ Ho(Xoo ), Ho(Xoo ) = C, and h acts triviallyon Ho(Xoo ). On the other hand,
hn('Poo,n). = Coker(hn - id). We need an easy exercise in the linear algebra.

Lemma 1 . Let h be an a'lltomorphism 0/ a vcctor spacc L/C. Then
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(i) ff the Jordan deco'lnposition of h has only one Jordan block with a eigenvalue A =f 0,
then for Vn E N the aut07norphis1n hn also has one Jordan block with the eigenvalue An. This
involves

(ii) ff h has HO eigenvalues A = 0, then the numbel' and lhe di1Tl,ensions 01 Jordan blocks for
hn are the sa'lne as f01' h.

(iii) fl h has only one Jordan block with A -=I I, lhen h - id : L -+ L is an isomorphism,
and if A = 1, then dirn Ke7'(h - id) = dirnL/(h-id)L = 1.

Therefore, applying this lenlrna to hn in the diagrall1 (5n ), we get that , rnoving from H] (X~)
to H1(Xoo ), the Jordan blocks of I/I (Xoo ) with An =f 1 clisappear, and every Jordan block with
An = 1 gives one eigenvector in the space H1(X~) with thc sanle cigenvalue A. Denote by J =
J(h) the number of Jordan blocks of the autolllorphisll1 h, and by J1 = J>';.1, J n = J>.n;.1, ],:p1
the number of Jordan blocks with eigenvalues A = 1, with eigenvalues A such that An = 1, with
eigenvalues not equal to 1 correspondingly. 'rhus lenllna involves that

8.5. The decomposition oJHdX~) into eigensubspaces. Now consider the line in the diagram
(5 n ). On one hand, the fact that X n / f-ln is a rational surface (and hence there are no invariant
holomorphic forms on Xn ) involves that the operator hn on fll (Xn , C) has no eigenvalues
A = 1, 1/1 (Xn , C) = H1 (Xn, C)#I. On the other hand, llJlder the conelition (Irrn), i.e. if the
curves Bi are irreducible, the cycles 7i, i = 1, ... 1 k, are invariant relative to hn . This involves
the proof of the Theorem 17, and we obtain that

This involves
diIll H1(Xn ) = Jn - J1 = Jf.l (D, 11,),

where J#I(D,n) is the nunlber of Jordan blocks of the I110nodromy h on H1(Xoo ,C) with
eigenvalues A =f 1 for which An = l.

8.6. Calculati01l 01 the Alexander polinomial 01 an hTcducible curve in terms of cohomology
of rational diffel'ential forlns ([Ko]). Let D be an irreducible curvc (k = 1) of degree deg D = d.
If D intersects the line at infinity transversally, then according to the Randell's theorem in
section 6 the lllonodromy h is semisimple, a.nel Ad = 1. fn thc next section we obtain the
theorem on tbe semisilnplicity of h without thc assuI1lption of thc transversality of intersection
at infinity. Thus (8.4) and (8.5) involve that

H1(Xoo ) ~ H1(X:Z)i:l.

The surface X d C cJ defincd by the equation zn = J(x, y) is nonnal, because the curve D is
reduced. Recall that X' = C2

\ D, Xd= X d \ B, where B C X d is the curve witb the equation
z = °and cpd : X d --+ X' is an unrarnified coveri ng of degrcc d.

We apply the Grothendiek's theorem to calculate thc cohOlnology H 1(Xd,C). If X IS a
cOlllplex variety, D C X is a hypersurface, j : )(' = X \ D --+ X is thc imbedding, then
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where 0x(*D) is de Rhan1's cOlnplex of merOlnorphic forms with poles along D. If X is an
affine variety, then

H'(X',C) = H"(r(O);(*D)).

Apply this to X = C2 and X = Xd. We obtain

Let h = hd be a generator of the group AutxJ~-\~, hd = 1. Let ( = e2rri
/
d be a root of unity of

degree d and
H'(X" C) = ffi~-l H 1 (){' c) "d' \1};=0 ~ d' (J

be the decomposition into eigensubspaces. The monodrolny h acts semisimply also on the
differential forms on X d. The part corresponding to the eigenvalue (j is equal to

Since !!1 = d(za
d

) = ddz we have
J z z '

So the multiplication by zi = t i / d defilles an iSOlnorphisll1 of cOlnplexes

... -+ O~d(*B)j ~ n);~l(*B)i -+ ...

lzi Izi
... -+ O~(*D) Vj) n~\+l (* D) -+ ...

where V'i is a regular connection in 0:x (*D) defined by the fonnula

J df
\7 j (w) = dw +dl 1\ w.

Therefore,
H1(X~, C)(i = H1(r(o'x

d
( *B)j, d) = H1(r(o'x (* D), \7j )

and we obtain Kohno's theorem.

Theorem 19 ([!(0]). 1f D c ~ is an irreduciblc CU1'VC of rlegree d t1'ansversally intersecting
the line at infinitYJ then the Alexander polyno"mial is

ßD(t) = TI (t - (i)h j
,

l$j$d-l
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In virtue of thc theorCill on the simplieity of Iuonodrolny in thc next seetion we obtain the
generalization of Kohno's theoreln:
Theorem 18'

i). The J(ohno 's theorem is true without the condiUon of transversality at infinity;
ii). if D is a connected reduced curveJ then

LiD(t) = (t-l)l TI (l_(i)hj.
l~i~d-I

9 The semisimplicity of the monodromy

9.1. If a eurve D c ~ is reduced and fJ transversally intersects the line at infinity, then
the monodromy h on I/I (Xoo ) is seluisimple, because it coincides with the monodromy of
a quasihOlllogeneous singularity (see section 6). We generalize it to the case of nonredueed
eurves without any conditions at infinity, anel use quite different ideas based on the Milnor
exaet sequence and the theory of mixed Hodgc structures.

Theorem 20 ([I( I(]). I/ a curve D satisfies the condiliolls (Cn(D)) and (Irrn(D))J then the
morwdrorny h on BI (Xoo ):f.l is semisimple.

We sketch the proof of this Theorem. vVe have to prove that thc Jordan blocks of the auto
morphism h on 111(Xoo ) with eigenvalues A =J 1 are one-diInensional. We compare the mon
odromies on homology of X oo and on homology of a nonsingular fibre Y. Let Y = X t = 1-1 (t),
correspondingly Y = Xl = I-I (t), be a nonsingular fibrc (elose to X o) of thc morphism /,
correspondingly J, in the diagram (3). The n10rphislns <pn and <poo are unramified coverings
and the fibers <p~l (Y) and <.p;,1 (Y) break up into components isomorphie to Y. Choosing points
u E e~l(t) and i E e~l(t) we eaB assurne that Y is etnbcddcd into X oo anel X~ as fibres I;}(u)
anel /;;l(l) such that the diagram

BI (Y) -+ Ir, (Y)

jj. j3.

X oo 4> • X~ ';--t Xn.
oo,n 1-

is commutative. We get a commutative diagrarn für homolügy

HI(Y) =

(joo l.1
H 1 ( X00) -+ H I (X~) ---:-+ 111(5;n ) .

1*

The rllonüdromy operator acts on the spaces HI (Xoo ), FII (X~), H1(Y) alld H1CY) and the
homomorphisms in the above diagralTI are equivariant, i.e. COIl1B1ute with the action of the
monodromy operators. The part of the diagran1 corrcsponding to the eigenvalues A =1= 1 is the
following
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The key place of the proof is the following. On onc hand, in virtue of (8.4) every Jordan
block of the automorphisrn h on H1(Xoo)::j;l (i.e. the invariant subspace L on which h consists
of one Jordan block) gives in H1CXn) one non zero vector, diln i,. . ('Poo,n).L = 1. On the other
hand, a two-dimensional block L can be obtained [rom a two-dimensional block L in H 1(Y).
At last the theory of mixed Hodge structures yicds that we can choose L in such a way that
j.(L) = 0 in H1(Xn ). This shows that the blocks in H1(Xoo)::j;1 can be only one-dimensional.

9.2. If D is an irreducible curve, then ~D(I) = ±l [Kl]. Hence from Theorem 20 we obtain
the following theorem.

Theorem 21 The monodromy h on H 1(Xoo ) is semishnple fo'l' an in'educible curve D.

Remark 4 The analogous statement is not true for knots. For exalnple, for the knot 810 the
monodrOlny h on HdXoo ) isn't semisimple.

Proposition 5 Let D = 11l 1D 1 + D' be a curve satisfying t.he following condilions:
i) D 1 is irreducible and D1 rt. supp( D'),
ii) tkere exists a point x E D 1 n supp(D') at which the (livisor D 1 + D~ed is locally a divisor

wilh normal crossings,
iii) for the curve D' lhe -monodromy h on H1(Xoo)1 is semisimple.
Then for the cUr've D the 1nonodromy h on H 1(Xoo h is semisi1nple.

We sketch the proof of this proposition. FrOITI the hOITIological ~1ilnor exact sequence it
follows that one needs to show that the Alexander polynOInial .ßD(-t) of the curve D satisfies
the condition: .I1D(t) = (t _l)k-l . .I1'(t), where.l1' is a polynoI11iai sllch that 6'(1) i= 0, and k is
the number of irreducible components of D. The straightforward calculations of the Alexander
polynomial (as in [Kl] and [K2]), using Fox's free calculus, show that the polynomial .6.D (t)
possesses the required property under the conditions of the proposition.

As a consequence of this proposition alld Theoren1 20 we obtain the following theorem.

TheorelTI 22 Let D = 1Ht D 1 + ... + mkDk be a CU1've satisfying the conditions 01 Theore1n 20
and such that for i = 1, ... , k - I J there exisls a point Xi E ]Ji+l n (U~=l D j ) such that the curve

D(i+l) = D1 + ... + D i+1 is locally a divisor with normal c1'ossings at. Xi- Then for the curve D
the monodromy h on H t (Xoo ) is semisimple.

Conjecture. If a curve D satisfies the conditions (Cn(D)) and (hTn(D)), then the monodromy
h on [ft (Xoo ) is semisi1nple.
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10 On the mixed Hodge structure on H1(Xoo )

The construction of X oo for x' = Cl \ D is analogous to the construction of a canonical fibre
for a family of nonsingular projective varieties over thc puncturcd disk S' 01' for the Milno1'
fibration of a hypersurface singularity, but in our case the fibration /' : X' -+ S' is not locally
trivial. In these cases there is a limit MHS (\lV.Schmiel, .J.Steenbrink). We want to introduce a
MHS on H1(Xoo,Q) such that the homomorphis111S

are MHS morphisms.
The surface X~ is a nonsingular algebraic variety anel so there is the MHS on Hl(X~)

introduced by Deligne [G-S]. Remind that we Blust take a nonsingular projective va1'iety Xn :J
X~ such that Xn \ X~ = fJ is a divisor with normal crossings. Thc weight filtration W. defines
spectral sequence which involves an exact MHS scquencc

where there is a pure Hodge structure of weight 1 on ffI (Xn ), j)(l) is a disjoint union of the
components of D and there is a pure Hodge structure of weight 2 and type (1,1) on HO(iJ(1)).
In our case by the Theorem 17 this exact sequence is the exact sequence

°-t H1(X ) -+ H 1(X' ) -t EB~ c· -~ -t °n n t=l I.

dual to the sequence (4n ). So if W. is the weight filtration on H 1(X~), H 1(X~) = W2 :J W1 :J 0,
then W 1 = H1(Xn ) and G1'~v = W2/W1 = EBC' ::r; anel thc pure Hodge structure on Gr~ is of
type (1,1).

In our case the cyclic group /-Ln = 7l../n7l.., generated by h~, acts on Hl(X~). The monodromy
h~ is a MHS isomorphism since hn is an iSOITIOrphisnl of thc algebraic variety X~. From section
(8.5) we have

Ii1(Xn ) = Hl(X~):#:I' fll(X~)I ~ EB~=lC' ::r;.
Hence the MHS on Iil(X~) splits and is the dircct sunl of pure Hodge structures of weight 1
on ffl(Xn ) and of weight 2 and type (1,1) on EBf=IC, ::y;.

Consider the diagram dual to the diagram (5 n )
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t
H1(XOO )

I(h")n - id

H1(Xoo )

1(ePoo,n)"

o- H1(Xn )_ HI(X~) · EBf=IC, 7;- 0

t
HO(Xoo )

t
o

By the TheorelTI 20 if neD) I n, then

H 1(X') (c,ooo,l)r H1(X )
n ~l 00 ~l'

is an isomorphism. So if we introduce the MHS on H 1(Xoo ) as a direct surn of the pure Hodge
structure of weight 1 on HI(Xoo)~l' obtained by the isomorphism ('Poo,n(D»)*, and the pure
Hodge structure of weight 2 and type (1,1) on ffl (Xoo)t, then we obtain the desired MHS.

Theorem 23 ([!( !(]). 1j a curve D satisfies fhe condit.ions (Cn(D)) and (!rrn(D») , then there
exists a natural mixed Hodge structure on H1(Xoo ,Q) s"Uch that the hOmOmOl1Jhisms 'P~,n :
H 1(X~, Q) -+ BI (Xoo , Q) are MIrS m01·phis111S. [j a curve D l:S irreducible, then the MHS on
H 1(Xoo ,Q) is pure.
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The monodromies of knots, hypersurface singularities
and polynomials

V. S. I<ulikov *ancl Vic. S. I(ulikov t

Intoduction

There are similar situations in three fields in which monodron1Y appears: in classical knot theory,
in the theory of singularities and in algebraic geon1etry. For example, the Alexander polynomial
of a knot corresponds to the characteristic p·olynomial in cohomology of the Milnor- fibre of a
singularity. We want to give a survey of some results concerning this subject concluding by the
results of our recent paper [J{ [(] (and some other results which are not contained in [K Kl).

Now we give a more detailed description of this paper. In section 1 we define following
Nlilnor the Alexander invariants and in partiCltlar the Alexander polynomials in a general
situation of a C\V-complex ){ and its infinite cyclic covering X oo . Besides, we recall the Milnor
exact sequence which connects homology of ); and X oo '

In seetion 2 we recall sonle facts of classical knot theory. In particular, we recall Stallings:es
theorem, characterizing the fibred knots as knots whose groups possess a finitely generated
commutator subgroups, to be compared with corresponding result on the fundamental group
of the complement of a plane algebraic curve [Kl]. In section 3 we consider algebraic knots
throwing a bridge between knot theory and singularity theory.

In section 4 we consider the Milnor fibration /' : )(' -r 8' of a germ of a hypersurface
singularity. If Xoo = ~'l'"' Xs U is the canonical Milnor fibre, where U -r S' is the unramified
covering, then the monodromy transformation h of the Miln<?r fibre can be considered as a
generator of the group of covering transformations of .'Koo;'X'. \Ve pay especial attention to
the Nlonodrony theorem and the limit mixed Hodge structure on cohomology of ~'l'"oo to be
compared with results [KK] in global situation (see sections 9 and 10).

In section5 we consider the monodromy of a quasihomogeneous singularity to connect results
on local and global situations. Besides, we recall a construction representing the Milnor fibre
Xl as a cyclic covering of the complement U = F \ V of a hypersurface in a weighted projective
space.

In section 6 we investigate the global case, that is, the complement X' = [:2 \ D and 1Il'2 \ tJ
of a plane algebraic curve. The definitions of the monodromy hand the (first) Alexander

-The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant No. 4373 from the INTAS.
tThe work was done partially when the second author stayed at Max-Planck-Institut für Mathematik in

Bonn.
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polynomial ~(t) = det(t~d - h.) are general. 'Ne recall the divisibility theorems of Libgober
.- [LI] and Vik. Kulikov [KI].

In section i we review methords of calculations of ~(t) in case of irreducible curve D
intersecting the line at infinity transversally ([E], [LV]). They are based on Randell's theorem
[R] reducing the calculation of ~(t) to the calculation of the characteristic polynomial of the
monodromy of the Milnor fibre Xl of a hOInogeneous function F(xo, Xl, X2)' As we mentioned
above "x" I is an unrami fied cyclic covering of U = IF2 \ fj. Esnaultimbeds it to a ramified
coverinh of a "blown-up" plane Y = lF"z, and expresses ~(t) in terms of cohomology of invertible
sheaves on Y. Loeser and Vaquie express ö'(t) in terms of cohomology of some sheaves on IF2•

In sections 8-10 we review the results of our paper [KK]. In section 8 under weak conditions
of conneetivity and irreducibility, we obtain a relation between homology of );~, the unramified
n-sheeted eovering of ){' = C2 \ D, and hOlnology of its nonsingular projective model .X-n ,

and also with homology of '>(C<ll the infinite eyclic covering of )('. This generalizes Libgober's
result [LI-L3]. Besides, we generalize the result of Kohno [Ko] on ealculation of .6.(t) in terms of
cohomology of rational differentioal forms. In seetion 9 we sketch the proof of our theorem [KK]
on the semisimplieity of the monodromy h on H l (XOO):f.l' Besides, we five a sketch of the proof
of a new result of the semisimplicity of h on Ht (Xoo ) under some condition of transversality.
At last in section 10, as a consequence of the semisimplicity theorem, we show how to introduee
a natural mixed Hodge strueture on H1(Xoo )'

1 Alexander invariants of infinite cyclic coverings

For the first time the notion of the Alexander invariants appeared in classical knot theory. Then
it was transfered to other geometrie contents. vVe begin with a general geometrie situation
(Nlilnor [1\12]).

1.1. Let X be a finite eonnected complex 01' CW-con1plex and 'P : X ~ X be the infinite
eydic covering of )( , determined by some epimorphism p : 7T'l(X) ~ IF1 onto the ffee group
IF l = &:. Then IF1 acts freely on X as the group of covering transformations Deck(X j X) and
){JIFI = X.

Let k be a commutative ring and A = A(k) be group ring k[IFd of the gfOUp IF t • Ir t is
one of two generators of 1Ft, then A = k[ t.J-t J is the ring of''Laurent polynomials in t with
coefficients in k. The homologx.group Hi(X,k) has a natural strueture of a A-module, where
t . c = Hi(t)(c) f~ c ~Hi(X), Hi(t) is the automol'phism corresponding to the eovering
transformation t : ,,"<. ~ .X".

Definition 1 The A-module Ai = Ai ( k) = Hi ( X, k) is called the 'i-th A/exander invariant
(module) of aspace X (more exacily of the pair (X, p)).

1.2. [f k is a field, then A is a principal ideal domain. The homology group A = Hi(X, k)
is finitely generated over A. Hence by a general theorem of algebra A is isomorphie to a direct
surn of cyclic modules
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where (Pi) is a prindpal ideal generated by a polynomial Pi(t). Here J\b = J\free is a free part
correspo'.lding to Pj(t) == 0, and EB;=lA/(pd = Ators is a torsion submodule of the A-module A.

The product ideal (PI' .... Pt) is called the order of A. Obviously the order of A equals to
o if and only if A has a free part, b #- O. In other worcls, the order A #- 0 {:> A = Ators is a
torsion module over A, i.e. A is a vector space of finite dinlension over k.

Definition 2 11 A = Hj (X 1 k), then the polyno'mial ~j( t) = PI (t) ..... Pk( t) is cal/ed the 'i -th
Alexander polyno1nial 01 aspace X.

Obviously we have

Proposition 1 lf A = HiC;k ,k) is finite di'mensional ove'/' kJ then ~i(t) coincides (to within
a un'it of A) with the eharaeteristic polynornial 01 linear transfo'rmation Hi (t) : Hj (.)(, k) ~
Hi(X, k).

1.3. In general, if k is not a field, then the ring A = k[t, t- 1] is not a principal ideal domain.
The most important example is ~ = Z. In any case, with any finitely presented module A
over a commutative ring A we can associate so called Fitting ideals Fk(A). They ale defined
invariantly and are calculated in such a way. Let lV .2...t 1\8 -r A -r 0 be a presentation of a
A-module A and let P be the matrix of the linear map p. Then the k-th Fitting ideal Fk(A) c A
is generated by all minors of order s - k of the matrix P.

Definition 3 The ideals Fk - I (A) are cal/ed' the k-th Alexander ideals for A-module A.

For any ideal I C Adenote by I the minimal principal ideal containing I.

Definition 4 Any generator ~k(t) 01 the ideal Fk- I (.4) is cal/ed the k-th Alexander polynomial
for the A -module A.

Note that in the knot theory only the first Alexander polynomial of the space ); = 8 3
\ }(

is nontrivial for a knot h~. So in this case the k-th Alexander polynomial of the module HdX)
is called the k-th Alexander polynomial of the knot l\r.

1.4. The lViinoT exaet sequenee. There is an exact sequence which is very usefull for
applications of Hi(."X) for study of Hi(X). It is analogous to VVang exact sequence for a locally
trivial fibration over a circle. Consider a short exact sequence

o~ C.(X) ~ C.. ()() -r C.()() ~ 0

of chain complexes. Then homological (cohomologieal) lv/ilnor exaet sequence is the correspond
ing homology (cohomology) exact sequence



2 Classical Knot Theory

2.1. Let K C S3 be a knot, i.e. a connected submanifold in S3 diffeomorphic to a circle
SI. The knot group is the ITIOst important invariant of a knot. The gro1tp of the knot [( is
the fundamental group rr = rrl (83

\ K) of the complen1ent 8 3
\ J( = ..X", which is a J( (rr, 1)

Eilenberg-IVlaclane space. It is easy to see that Hi (S3 \ {\") = 7l for i = 0, 1 and Hi (53 \ {{) = 0
for i .2: 2. Since HdS3

\ J\") is the abelianization of the group iTl (.5'3 \ I(), we have an exact
sequence

o--+ lV --+ rrt{ ..\') --+ H1()() --+ 0,

where lV = [C, C] = G' is the commutator subgroup of G. Consider an infinite cyclic covering
<p : X --+ )( determined by the epimorphism p: iil(X) ---t HdX) = IF l .

Let 1\ = k[IFd be the group ring of the group IFI .

Definition 5 The first Alexander invariant A = Hl (.\') 01 the space X = 53 \ [{ is calied the
Alexander invariant of the knot [(.

Any presentation matrix for the 1\-module Hl ()';) is called an Alexander matrix. The
(k - 1)-th Fitting ideal Fk- I (Hl (X)), corresponclingly, the k-th Alexander polynomial ßk(t)
for the A-module H l (X) is called the k-th Alexander ideal, correspondingly, the k-th Alexander
polynomial for the knot !(.

Theorem 1 The l-st Alexander ideal Fo(H1()()) of a knot J( is principal.

The first Alexancler ideal Fo(Hl (X)) is callecl simply an Alexander ideal and its generater
ß( t) = ßl (t) is called an Alexander polynomial for the knot {(.

One can show that ß(t) = det(V - tVT), where \-/ is the so-called Seifert matrix for a knot
{(. It is a 2g x 2g matrix defined by means of notions of a Seifert surface and a linking number
of cycles.

The following result shows that there is great freedom for the Alexander polynomials.

Theorem 2 (Seifert). Jf a polyno'mial Ll E A satisfies the conditions .6.(t) = ±l and Ll( t) =
t d • Ll(t- 1

)} where d = deg.6., then there is a knot !{ C S3 such tha.t its Alexander polynomial
is ß.

2.2. Now we define a more restrictive class of knots which contains all algebraic knots (the
knots of singularities).

Definition 6 A knot J( C S3 is fibered if there is a fibration 'map p : S3 \ K --+ Si s'uch that
J{ has a tuhu/ar neighborhood T ~ SI X D2 in 83 Jor which the diagram

T \ {( I 8 I X (D 2 \ {O})

PIT~ ~
8 1

is commutative, where D2 = {y E C I I y I< I} is the llnü disk and Po( x, y) = Gi.
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Fibres Ft = p-l (t), t E SI, are the interiors of compact surfaces Ft C S3 with common
boundary 8Ft ::::::::: K. (Ft is obtained from a compact surface without boundary Ft by means of
removing an open disk.~and is called a Seifert surface for the knot I{).

Let F = Fl == p':"l (1). The exact homotopy sequence of the fibration p gives that the
commutator subgroup of 7ft (S3 \ J{) coinsides with 7T't (F) and, consequently, is a finitely
generated free group. The fibered knots are charecterized by this property.

Theorem 3 (Stallings). A knot K is fibered if and only 1J the com'mutator subgroup [7T'1 (83 \

I{), 7ft (83
\ /{)J is finitely generated (and free).

The fibration p is locally trivialover a circle 8 1 anel so defines a -monodron~y homeo'morphism
h : F --7 Fand amo'modromy operator Hd 11.) : H1(F) -7 H.{ F), which we'll denote orten
simply by h. Let [h] be a matrix of h. One can prove

Proposition 2 Thematrix t . [d - [h] is an Alexander -matrix fo1' the knot 1(. In partieular,
the Alexander polyno'mial ~(t) for the fibered knot coincides with "he characteristic polyrw'mial
of the 'monodromy operator

~(t) = det(t . Id - [hl).

3 Aigebraic Knots

3.1. Let (C, 0) C (C2
, 0) be an isolated singularity of a plane curve (i.e. the curve is reduced).

Then we can associate with (C, 0) a link L C 53, where L = C n S; and S; is a sphere of
sufficienly small radius E. Such links are called algebrm:c links. If (C, 0) has k components, then
the link L = L(C, 0) has also k components. In particular, if (C, 0) is irreducible, k = I, then
we obtain an algebraic knot L = K C 8 3 .

Let f(x, y) = 0 be an equation of (C, 0), i.e. (C, 0) is the zero fibre of a morphism of germs
f : (cl, 0) --+ (C,O). Consider the map

p : S: \ L -7 S I
1

By a general result of Milnor [MI] it follows that p is a locally trivial fibration, i.e. we have
the following proposition.

Proposition 3 All algebraic knots (and links) are fibred.

3.2. An algebraic knot [( = [«(C, 0) is entirely defined by the type of the singularity (C, 0).

Theorem 4 (K.Brauner). If

is the sequence of Puiseux pairs of a plane CUTve singularity (C, 0), then the knot [{(C, 0) lS

equivalent to the iterated torus knot associated to the sequence of pairs P( C, 0).
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The Alexander polynomial.6.(t) of a knot f{(C, 0) also can be expressed in terms of Puiseux
pairs.

Theorem 5 (Le Dung TranS [LeJ).

whe1'e
(t,'n - 1)( t - 1)

P.\,n(t) = -(t.-,--l)-(tn---l)'

and Vi = ni ' ... ' n" fo1' i = 1, ... , SJ V,,+I = 1J and AI =/11·1, Ai = '1n i - 'm'i_Inj + Ai-I ninj-l fo1'
. _.)
t - ... , ... ,s.

For example, if (C, 0) is a CUSP, x 3 + y2 = O~ then 1\.'( C, 0) is the trefoil knot and

(t 6
- 1)(t - 1) 2

.6.(t) = ( 3 )( 2 ) = t - t + 1.t - 1 t - 1

Besides, Le Dung Trang proved the following theorem.

Theorem 6 . The quotient .6. 1 /.6.2 01 the first two Ale;rander polyno'mial 01 the knot K( C, 0)
is the mini'mal polynomial of the monodromy operator 1\1 = 11,* : H.( F) --+ H I (F) of the
singularrity (C, 0). lv/oreoverJ this polyno'mial has distinct roofs and hence the 'monodr01ny Al
has finite order and, in pa1'ficular, lV! is se'misilnple.

Remark 1 If the singularity (C, 0) is not irreducible, then the monodromy operator iV[ can be
not semisimple. For example [ACI], if f = (x 2+ y3)(x3+ y2), then the minimal polynomial of
M is equal to (t 5 + 1) (t 2 - 1) and has a double root t = -1. Hence the monodromy operator
lV[ has infini te order.

4 Milnor fibrations of germs of analytic functions

4.1. The wlilnor fibration of an algebraic knot is a particttlar c~e of the Milnor fibration of an
analytic function germ f : (cn+ 1

, 0) -t (C,O). Let (Y, 0) C (cn+ 1 , 0) be a germ of a hypersurface
with the equation f(xo, Xl,"" X n ) = O. Let the germ f be defined in a neighborhood of the
closed balllJ~ of sufficienly small radius € > O. Let s;n+1 = alJ~ be the'boundary sphere.

Definition 7 K = !«(Y,O) = Y n s;n+1 C s;n+l is called the knot 01 a singularity f or (Y, 0).

Theorem 7 [j\11]. 1/ c > 0 is sufficienly small~ lhen themap

f(x)
<p(x) = I f(x) I'

is a smooth locally l'rivial fibration.
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If the singularity 1 is isolated, then the knot [( is a smooth (2n - 1) -manifold. Any fiber
Ft = ep-l (t) is a smooth open manifold whose closure Ft = Ft U b,:. Pt is a manifold with
boundary 8Ft = I{.

The fibration ep is ealled the J\1ilnor fibration of a singu/arity I.
From the historieal point of view the fibration tp is a natural generalization of fibred knots

(and then of algebraie knots). But there is another equivalent fibration assoeiated to f whieh
is also called the NIilnor fibration.

4.2. Let 8 = 5'8 = {t E C I I t I< o}, 5" = 5' \ {O}l ); = ~Y~.8 = B~ n /-1(5';5), }? =
B= n 1-1(88), );' = X \ /-1(0), and f : )( --+ S: f: X --+ S' denote the restrietions of f to ~X"

and .\'".

Theorem 8 ([AI1]; Le Düng Trang, 1977). If E: » 0 > 0 are sllffieiently srnall, then themap
! : .f\' --+ 5" is topologiea/ /oea/ly trivial fibration J and f' : )(' -+ S' is a S'mooth loeally trivial
fibration.

Definition 8 The fibration f' : )(' -+ S', and also f' : ..\;' --+ S', is ea/led the l'vJilnor fibration
01 a singularity /.

Sometimes, one uses the terms open Nlilnor fibration and closed wlilnor fibration to distin
guish between /' and 1'.

The fibre )(t = f- 1(t), t ES', is aStein complex Inanifold, dim~Yt = n. The fibre Xt =
j-l (t) is a manifold with boündary. X t and· ~"f;t have the homotopy type of a CW-complex of
real dimension n. The fibre Xt (and also Xt) is called the jVfilnor fibre 01 a singu/arity f.

Obviously the fibrations fand! are homotopically equivalent to their restrictions over the
circle 51/2 C 5'8 of radius {)/2. Identifying 81/2 and SI, we can assurne that the radius of the

circle equals to 1. Denote the restrictions of / and J over 5'1 by 7/J and 1[; correspondingly.

Theorem 9 (i) The fibrations ep and 'ljJ are fib'l'e diffeo7norphie equivalent.
(ii) The fibrations 1j; and .~ are fibre homotopy equivalent.

Thus introduced definitions of the notion of Nlilnor fibration are equivalent.

Remark 2 The ivIilnor fibration associated to a hypersurface singularity (Y, 0) does not depend
on t he choice of an equat ion f = 0 for (Y, 0). This con1es [rom the fact that I<-arbits are
connected. Moreover, the equivalence dass of the Milnor fibration for an isolated singularity
does not change under Il-const deformations.

4.3. A locally trivial fibration over a circle 51 determine (and is determined by) a 'mon
odromy transformation

,h: X t -+ Xt.

The monodromy transformation determines honlology and cohomology operators

The basic property of monodromy operators is giyen by
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Monodromy Theorem. Let T : HP(.Y.t , C) -+ HP();t, C) be the nwnodron2Y operator in p
dtmensional coho'mology 01 the lvIi/nor fibratioll 01 a hypersllrface si~g-ularity (Y, 0) C (a:::n+ 1 , 0)
or 01 a germ of a f-unction f : (~+1, 0) -+ (C,O). Then

(i) All the eigenvalues of T are roofs of unily, 01' in olher wordsJ the operator T is quasill
nipotent, i. e there exist positive intergers land q such that

(Tl - id)'l = o.

(ii) Tl has index of unipotency at most p, i. e. we ran take q = p + 1, i. e. the dimensions 01
Jordan blocks 01 T are less 01' equal to p + 1.

There are several different proofs of the ~donodron1YTheoren1 (Grothendieck A., Landman
A., Clemens C.R., Katz N.M., Borel A., Brieskol'n E., ... ~ see, for exa,mple, [G-S]).

The ~10nodromy Theorem is closely connected with the theory of mixed Hodge structures
(tvIHS). One can find an introduction to this theory in [G-S].

4.4. Let 1 : (cn+ 1 ,O) -+ (C,O) be an isolated singularity and let X t be its Milnor fibre.
\Ve consider the canonical i\1ilnor fibre X 001 i.e. the total space of the pullback of the Nlilnor
fibration I' : X' -+ SI to the universal cover U -+ SI of 5', ''>\.00 = ~'>\.I x S U. As t?ach X t is
homotopy equivalent to X oo , there is a canonical isomorphism between Hn()(d and Hn(xoo )'
The vanishing cohomology groups carry a mixed Hodge structure first defined by Steenbrink
[5], who used an en1bedding of f : X -+ 5 to a falnily of projective hypersurfaces and resolution
of singularities of this falnily. Then Varchenko A.N. and Sherk-Steenbrink [5-5] gave another
description of the Hodge filtration on Hn(.'>\.oo) which does not use resolution of singularities.
The weight filtration W. on Hn(xoo ) is connected with the monodromy operator T. It is the
weight filtration of the nilpotent operator IV = - 2~i log Tu, where Tu is the unipotent part of
the monodromy.

We can make more precise formulation of part (ii) of the Monodromy Theorem for Hn (.'>\.t)

ii ,') The Jordan blocks of T are 01 size at most n + 1. The Jordan blocks f07' eigenvalue 1 of
T are 01 size at most n.

Van Doorn M.G.M. and Steenbrink J.H.M. [OS] gave the following supplement to the Mon
odromy Theorem:

Theorem 10 Jf the monodromy operator T on l-[n(){d has a Jordan block of size n + 1 (nec
essarily for an eigenvalue =I 1), then T also has a Jordan block of size n for the eigenvalue
1.

This theorem is an analogue in higher dimensions of the following result of Le n.T. (1972):
The monodromy 01 an irreducible plane curve singularit.y is of finite order.

4.5. At last we want to mention about the MRS on cohOITIology of the knot (link) of a
singularity and the Wang sequence (cf. [Ka)) to be cOInpared with the Nlilnor exact sequence
and our result in the last section of this article.

Let J( = X o n S2n+l ~ .'>\.0 = /-1(0), be the knot of an isolated ·singularity f. It is known
that the pair (X, Xo ) is homeomorphic to the cone on (S2n+l, [() with the vertex Xo = 5ing f.
So [{ is homotopy equivalent to X o \ {xo} and hence Hi(XO \ {:ro}) ~ Hi(l(). By the
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Poincare duality we have an isomorphism Hi(l\") ~ H 2n-l-i([{), and by the Alexander duality
H 2n-l-i([() ~ Hi+dS2n+l \ [{). Again Hi+1(S'2n+l \ !\") ~.,Hi+l()\/), X' = X \ ~\'o, since
S2n+l \ !( is homotopy equivalent to )';'., For the cohOll1010gy with: coefficients in a field we
obtain dual isomorphisms

So we can think about each of these cohomology as cohomology of the knot of a singularity.
Using the above isomorphism we can introduce a ivIHS on Hi(l{). Indeed, because Xo

is contractible, the long exact cohomology sequence of the couple (Xo, Xo \ {x o }) implies

isomorphism Hi()(o \ {xo}) ~ Hi+l(XO'~"\o \ {xo}) (~f H{;o\();o). But X o can be extended

to a complete variety ~:'\o, and by excision H{xo 1(.\'0) ~ H{xo}(~Y-o). On H{xo}(~\'o) there is a
canonical and functorial rvlHS.

The monodromy operator Tappears in lVang exact sequence

Hi ( V'/) Hi(X ) T-id Hi( ,,. ) Hi+1 ( V'). . . -r ~"\ -f t --+ .'\. t -7 ~'\. -r ....

For an isolated singularity f the Milnor fibre X t is homotopy equivalent to a buquet of
n-spheres and hence Hi(Xd =f:. 0 only for i = 0 and i = n. Consequently the only interesting
cohomology groups of the knot are Hn(x') anel Hn+l (..\") which are the kernel and the cokernel,
respectively, of the map T - [d : Hn(xt ) -r Hn(.)\t).

The terms of the vVang sequence carry the [vfHS. The map T - [d need not be a morphism
of Hodge structures. But if we change T - Id by N = - 2~i log Tu, then the sequence remains
exact and becomes a NIHS exact sequence.

5 Monodromy of a quasihomogeneous singularity

5.1. Let f E c{xo, ... , xn ] be a quasihomogeneous (= weighted homogeneous) polynomial of
degree deg f = lV with respect to the weights wt Xi = lVj, i.e. f satisfies the Euler relation

f(r WO xo, . .. ,rwJJxn ) = rN f(xo, . .. ,Xn)l \Ir E C"', x E e+ 1
•

"l'

Consider the singularity f ; (cn+1
, 0) -r (C,O). Then the local Milnor fibration fl ; XI -r S'

defined in the previous section is equivalent to the global affine J\tri/nor fibration fl, where we
denote by f ; X -r S a morphism defined by the polynomial f,

cn+ 1 = X ~ );' = ).; \ ~\'o, X o = f- 1(0)

Jj jr
C=S :J 8' = C \ {O}.

Indeed, we can consider the C-action on cn+ 1 associated to weights w = (wo, ... , wn )
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The fibre X t = f-l(t) has the equation f(xo, ... ,xn ) = t. The Euler relation f(rox) =
rN f( x) = r N t shows that r E C translates the fibre );t to the fibre )(rN tl and l["" acts on the
set of fibres Xt, tEe-, transitively. If we define the action of rc- on 5' = C, 7' 0: = rNt, then
we see that the morphism f : cn+ 1 -+ C is equivariant.

5.2. Let us calculate the monodromy h : );t -t .\'t. Consider the fibre F = Xl over the
point t = 1 E 51 = {I t 1= l}. If we construct a family of diffeomorphisms h'P : Xl -+ ~'Ktl

i = e2rri'P, then h = h l : .•'K l -t 4\'1 is the monodromy. Obviously, we can take hrp =: e27J'f' 0 ( . )

and then we have r 0 x E ){rN = 4:xre211"i'f' = X t for x E ~\1, f( x) = 1, and r = e2jj'f. Thus we
obtain a concrete description of the geometrie monodro1l1Y h : 4~1 -t ,\.'1,

2:rrkUlQ 2:rriw"

h(x)=(e Xo, ... ,e N xn ).

In particular, hN = 1 and the monodromy T = h- : ff(~'\I' C) -+ ff (){t, C) has a finite order,
T N = id. "Ve obtain

Corollary 1 The 'monod-romy of a quasihomogeneo'us singularity is semisimple, T = TSJ and
alt eigenvalues ,,\ are roois of unity, ,,\N = 1 .

5.3. '.;Ve can use the weighted projective space

~=F(W)=cn+l \ {O}/C,

where the action of C" on ~+1 is defined ahove, to calclliate the eigensubspaces of Hk(Xt: C).
The space I?(w) generalizes the usual projective space jJDn corresponding to weights w = (1, ... , 1)
(in the case of homogeneous polynomial f). The equation f(x) = 0 defines a hypersurface V C JIl'

and let U = IF \ V be the complement to V. 'Ne can consider }'" = )':0 C rcn+ 1 as a quasicone
y = Cv Qver V. We obtain a diagram

Y \ {O}
n

cn+ 1
\ {O}

U

I,'
• V

n

------, fit'

u

x = (."1+1 ::> );' . U=IF\V

f 1'[
~ ~

F = ~Xl

5=c ::> 5" 3 1

Thus, cn+ 1
\ {O} is partitioned into c- -orbits and the set of orbits is IF. The fibre Y = f- 1(0)

consists of orbits, the generators of the quasicone Cv , Y \ {O} je" = V. And any fibre ~)(t,

t i=- 0, ·is Inapped onto U. w[oreover, the subgroup J-lN = {r E c- I r N = I} is the stationary
subgroup of the fibre 4)(t (rN t = t => r N = 1). The group J-lN acts on X t and the generator
e2rri

/ N of this group acts as the monodromy h, and ...)(t!J-lN = U.
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Thus, F / IJ.N = U and we can use the differential forn1s on the principal open subset U = !F \ V
to calculate sumrnands of H'(F, C), H'(F,OFL H"(F: Oj.) in their decornposition int0 the stirn
corresponding to the characters X E Hom(J.LN, C" ).

6 Alexander polynomial of a plane curve

6.1. Let D C C2 be a plane affine curve of degree d definecl byan equation f(x, y) = O. Let

k

f( x, y) = II ft i Cl: ~ !J)
i=\

(1)

be the decomposition into irreducible factors. Denote by D i C C2 an irreducible component of D
defined by the equation fi(x, y) = 0, i = 1, ... ,k . The fllnction t = f(x, y) defines a morphism
f : ); --+ 5, where .X = c2

, 5 = Cl. Then D = 1-1(0). Denote S' = c \ {O}, X' = )( \ D.
Consider the infinite cyclic covering ~ = ~oo : '\'00 --+ )(' corresponding to the universal covering
e ~ U --+ 5', where U = C, t = e{u) = e27l'iu,

•.\'"00 'P I • .\'"'

fool Ir
U --_0 S'e

[t is weIl known that H 1(X', z) = (lk is generatecl by the loops ri "slllTounding" the components
Di. The homomorphism f~ : 7fl(X') --+ 'IrdS') = Z factors through the Hurewitz homomorphisIn
H .

f ' (X') H H (V"') k S• : 'Irl ---t 1 ."\. ,(l = 2Z ---+ iZ,

where o{sr[,d + ... + Sdrk]) = 2:7=1 Simi·

Definition 9 ~Ve say thai f is primitive if the generic fibre of f : (:2 --+ C is irreducible.

It is weIl known that if f is not primitive, then f factors through a covering p : C --+
C, f(x,y) = p{g{x,y)) such that g(x,y) is primitive. ""

Proposition 4 ([!{1], [Sa)). The vector space H1(Xoo : C) is finite-diJnensional if and only if f
is apower 0/ a primitive polynomial.

In the sequel we'll assume that f is primitive, in particular,

Then f~ : 7T"\ ( •.\'"') --+ iZ is an epimorphism.
The following theorem is an analog of Theorem 3 (Stallings) in the case of algebraic curves.

Theorem 11 ([K1], [K2]) If f is primitive} then !(er f~ is finitely generated. In particular) if
D C C2 is an irreducible curve, then ['Irl (([2 \ D), 7T"l (C2

\ D)] is finitely gene'1'ated.
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Definition 10 The i-th Alexander polynom.ial .6. D ,i 0/ a curve D C (:2 is the 'i-th Alexander
polynomial 0/ the space )(' = C2 \ D associated with the epimorphism f~. The first Alexander
polynomial D.D( t) = D.D,l (t) is calted si'mply fhe Alexander polynom.ial 01 D.

Definition 11 The Alexander polyno'mial D.D (t) 0/ a p'l'ojective curve D C jF2 is the Alexander
polyno'mial 0/ an affine curve D C ~, where ~ = jF2 \ [., D = D nCl ,and L C ItJi2 is a generic
/ine.

"vVe can begin with an affine curve D C C2 and consider its projective closure [) C w2
• Then

for the equality D.ö (t) = .6.0 ( I) it is necessary for L to intersect D trasversally.

Theorem 12 (Randell [R]). I/ D c ItJi2 is a reduced Cllrue defined by the equation F(xo: Xl: :[:2) =
0, then .6.D(t) is equal 10 the characte1'istic polynomia/ 01 the ·monod1'0'my h on first homology
01 the Nli/no1' fibre 0/ the homogeneous singu/a'rity F : C'3 --+ C,

D.[>(t) = det(t· id - h).

In particular, this yields that the monodromy of a reduced curve transversally iqtersecting
the line at infinity is semisimple because it is so for the monoclromy of a quasihomogeneous
singularity.

6.2. The divisibility by Ihe Alexander po/ynomial ([L1], [Kl]). Let Pi E D be a singular
point. Denote by D.pi,D( t) the characteristic polynOInial of the monodromy T on cohomology
HI(Xd of the Milnor fibre of the singularity (D,pd. Equivalently, D.pi,D(t) is the Alexander
polynomial of the algebraic link K(D, Pi)'

Let 53 = aT( L) be the boundary of the tubular neighbouhood of the line L = L oo C W2 at
infinity. Denote by .6.oo ,D(t) the Alexander polynomial of the link Dn 8T(L) c aT(L). Ir [. is
in general position relative to D, then

Theorem 13 (Libgober [LI]). 11 D c ~ is an irredueible curve, then
(i) D.D( t) divides the produet nD.pi,D( t) 0/ the loeal Alexander polynomials 01 alt singulal'ities

Pi E D. "
(ii) .6.D(t) divides .6.oo ,ij(t).

This theorem provides some information about the fundamental group 7T"1(C2
\ D). The

application of it to curves with only cusps and nodes one can find in [L3).
Let X tll ... ,Xtq be the degenerate fibres of f' : X' --+ S' such that X' \ (UXtj ) -+ S' \ (Ut j)

is a Coo locally trivial fibration. Let X t be a generic fibre. Let ,0 and '00 be circles with centers
at 0 and of radius 1'0 « 1 and 1'00 » 1. Denote by ho and hoo the monodromy operators on
H1(Xd corresponding to ,0 and '00 (and defined modulo an inner automorphism). "vVe call the
characteristic polynomial D.in (t) = det(ho - t . f cl) (correspondingly, D.ex ( t) = det( hoo - t . f d))
the internal (and (correspondingly, external) Alexander polyn01nial.

Theorem 14 (Kulikov [Kl]). I/ the polyno'mial f( x, y) is primitive l then D.o( t) divides D.in( t)
and it divides D.ex ( t).
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Let a : 1F2 ~ F2 be a composition of a -processes resolving the points of indeterminacy of
the rational map

f: [ID2 - - - [ID1

U U
C2

I Cl

Put I = a 0 f : 1F2 ~ [IDl. We can assume that the fibrcs

No

j-l(O) = LmJ5j,

j=l

are divisors with normal crossings. Put

D? = fJ i \ (U(fJ j n fJ j ) ) ,

i#j

NiX>

/-1(00) = Ll'iRt
i=l

R? = Rj \ (U(~ n Rj )).
i-:pj

In this case the internal and external Alexander polynomials can be calculated in terms of Euler
characteristics x( D?) (respectively x( R?)) and lTIultiplicities mj (respectively rd [AC2] :

No
ßin(t) = (t-l)II(tmi-l)-x(D?),

i=l

NiX>

ßex(t) = (t-1)II(tr i -l)-x(R?).
i=l

In particular, if the curve [) = Dl U ... U Dk C 1P 2 intersects Loo transversally, then

where di = deg Dj •

7 Calculations of Alexander polynoplials of reduced
curves

We review the results of Esnault [E], Loeser-Vacuie [LVL Kohno [Ko].
7.1. The Alexander polynomial coincides with the characteristic polyno'miai 0/ the mon

odromy fOT a homogeneous singularity. Let D = D t + ... + D k C [ID2 be a reduced curve of
degree d with the equation F(xo, Xl, X2) = O. In virtue of Randell's Theorem the question is
reduced to the calculation of the characteristic polynOlnial ~(t) = ~D(t) for the monodromy
h- : H 1(XI, C) ~ H l ();l, C) of theMilnor fibre .X"l = F- 1(1) of the homogeneous singularity
F;0~c.

7.2. The 'monodro'my translo1'mation is a generator 0/ the group 01 automorphisms 0/ a
cyclic unra1nified covering. Consider the diagranl frolll section 5



te,3 \ {O}

U

------. D

n

------. IF2

u

s = C :J S'

The calculation of .6.( t) is based on the fact that p : ~\' I -r U is an llnramified cyclic covering
of degree d, and the lTIonodromy h: Xl -r XI acting a.s h(XO,XI,X2) = ((XO,(XI,(X2), where
( = e21fi

/ d is the primitive root of unity of degree d, coincides with the generator of the group
A utu.\' I = 72/ d71.

7.3. The l'mbedding 0/ an 'un1'amified covering to a rnmified one. Let Xl be a .projective
closure of the surface .\'1 in IF3

, defined by the equation F( IO, Xl, X2) = x~. The projection
IF3 -r p2, (IO : x I : X2 ; X3) t-t (xo : x I : X2) fro1l1 the point (0 : 0 : 0 : 1) r:j. ~\'l determines the
covering ß ; Xl -r IF2 extending p and ramified over the curve D C IF2• Resolve the singularities
of ~\'l' First take the inlbedded resolution a : Y -r IF2 of the curve D to obtain a divisor
with normal crossings C = a-1(D). Let C C F be the proper preimage of D and Ej be the
exeptional curves. Then take the pullback image Y ' = Xl Xp'~ Y of the surface Xl over }Ir anel
take its normalization Y -r Y ' . At last, consider a gooel resolution Z ~ Y of the singularities
of Y. The surface Y has only rational (in fact, quotient) singularities, because C is a divisor
with normal crossings, and after minimal resolution of Y chains of rational curves are "glued".
vVe obtain a commutative diagram

~\'l C Z

~[~-
Y • Xl ::J ~\'I

qI Ip
U c Y---- IF2 ::J U = IF2

\ D.
a

Let <p = q 0 1T, r.p = po rr; q;-l (D) = tp-l (C) = .6. is a di visor with normal crossings. Then
Z \ .6 ::: ~'\'I, Y \ C ::: U.

7.4. The description 0/ ramified cyclic couerings in ler'ms 0/ invertible sheaves ([E]). Let
(temporarily) Y be a nonsingular algebraic variety (or arbitrary dimension m). In a local
situation, if for example Y = C2 , a cyclic covering q' : }I"I -r Y of degree n ramified over a

14



divisor D C Y defined by an equation f(x, y) = 0 is a projection of the subvariety Y' C ~ x C

defined by the equation zn = f(x, y) in the trivial fibration. vVe can write Y'= Spec O}'" ,
where Oy' = OC2 EB 0C:2Z EB ' . ,EB OC2Zn-1 , and the structure of algebra on OY' is given by the
rule zn = f(x, y).

In a global situation instead of trivial fibration we n1ust take a locally trivial fibration or an
invertible sheaf. The construction of a cydic covering runs as follows. Let.c be an invertible
sheaf on Y such that the sheaf .cn has a section s : O},' --t (n anel its zeroes determine a divisor
D c Y. Then [,-n c Gy is the sheaf of ideals of the divisor D. Set

n-l

y' = Spec\~ (E9 (-j L
j~O

where the Oy-algebra structure is defined by inclusion .c-n C O}~ . Then q' : Y' --t Y is a
cyclic covering ramified over D.

Now let D = L Vi EI be a divisor with normal crossings. Then the normalization v : f --t Y'
can be described concretely in terms of the following sheaves .cU) . Put q = v 0 q' : Y ~
Y' -!.., Y. Then the direct image of the structure sheaJ

n-1

q.Or = E9ccU))-1,
j~O

where

[)j) = [,i 0 O}~( - L[Ll/dEt),
I n

and [ . ] denote the entire part of a number.
The group Auty Y' = Aut}~ f = 7l/n71 acts semisimply on q.[,y . Let ( = e2rri/n be a root of

unity, and
n-l

q.Or = EB Fj
j~O

be the decomposition inta the sum of eigensubsheaves, where Fj corresponds to the eigenva.lue
(i of the generator h of 7l/n71. Actually the decolnposition described above coincides with the
decomposition according to eigenvalues of h, l'

F · - r(j) J' - 0 n 1) -I..,., - , ... , - .

Return to our situation. The covering ß : -Xl --+ {?2 is ramified over a divisor D anel
is determined by the sheaf [, = Or:2(l) and inclusion F : .c-d = Or2( -d) --+ Or:2, Xl =
Specr2(EB1:~Or:2(-j)),_ancl the coverin&. q' : Y' --t Y is determined by L = a·(Or:2(l)) and

inclusion .c-d = Oy(-C) c Gy, where C = C + 'EvjEj.
7.5. The deco'mposition 01 cohomology 01 t.he jHilnor jibre. The fibre 'X l is a nonsingular

algebraic variety and so there is a MHS on H' (.~1, Q) (Deligne). vVe need a good compactifica
tion of X'l to introduce -the ~\'IHS. vVe can take a good resolution Z ~ ~Xl' because D. = Z \ ~\' 1

is a divisor with normal crossings. We have a spectral sequence

L.5



degenerating in the term EI. In particular, we obtain that

7.6. The descent to Y. The singularities of the surface Y' are rational (being quotient
singularities) and the morphisrn q is finite. This involves

Corollary 2 ~Ve haue

Cünsequently,

ep.Oi(lüg ß)

Ri<p*Oj(log ß)
= n~,.(log C) 0 q.0r-,

o for i > O.

Hq(Z, Oi(log ß)) = Hq( y', n{r(log C) 0 q*Or)

= ffij:6 Hq (Y, n~,. (log C) 0 CC(j))-1

and the last equality is the decomposition ioto the sunl of eigensubspaces for the C?perator h
with eigenvalues (j.

In particular, we obtain

Corollary 3 ~Ve haue .

for j = 0, ... , d - 1.

\Ve have .cU) = Gy für j = 0, H 1(Y, Oy) = 0 since Y is a rational surface, and

Therefore, dirn Hl(.~l,ch = k-1.
\Ve obtain the following expression far the Alexander palynanlial

Theorem 15 ([ E]). lf a curve D C p2 is reduced, then l'

d-l
ßD(t) = TI (t - (J)hj,

j=o

whe1'e ( = e2-rri/d, and

hj = dirn H 1(Y, ({.(j))-l) + dinl HO(y, n{,.(log·C'j 0 ((.(j))-l).

We haue ho = k - 1 JOT j = O. Besides,

dirn HO(y, n~(lag G) 0 ({.(j))-l) = diln H 1(Y, ({.(d-j))-l)

fo1' j = 1, ... ,d - 1.
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The last equality is proven in [LV]. Strictly saying: this theorenl is contained in the Esnault 's
paper [EJ irnplicitly. She calculat·~s b1(X.), b2(~\d and also the rank and the signature of the
intersection quadratic fc:om on H;(XI, C). This theorelTI is contained in [LVJ, where the further
descent to p2 is realized with the help of Vanishing theorem and the theory of rvIHS in vanishing
cohomology of an isolated hypersurface singularity.

7.7. The descent to JID2 ([LV]). Let a : y' --+ [ll12 be an enlbedded resolution of singularities of
a curve D C JID2. In the paper (LV] the sheaves a.(L:(j) 09 wy), where Wy is the eanonical sheaf,
are calculated. They prove that

a * (L: (j) (3) ~'y) ~ Art (j - :3),

where a = jld - 1, 1 ~ j ~ cl - 1, anel the subshea.f Ao c (Jf2~ for 0:: E Q, -1 < 0' < 0,
eoincides \\'ith Of:i! outside SingD and for a singular point x E SingD is defined by the condition

(Aa ) x = {g E OW2 ,x I Cl f (gwo) > O::} ~

where f = 0 is a ioeal equation of the curve D at X, Wo is a 2-form regular anel not vanishing
at x, anel 0:: j(w) is the order of a form w. [If f : (cn+ 1,0) --+ (C, 0) is an isolated singularity
and w is a (n + l)-forrn, then the order Clj(W) is the nlinirnal exponent of t in the aßymptotic
development of integrals f ~ over manyvalued horisontal sections of homologieal Milnor fibra

tion.] A.N.Varchenko expressed O'j(w) (in the case O'f(w) ~ 0) in tenns of embedded resolution
rr : X ---t cn+1 of the singularity f :

() . f( 1 + v j ( W ) )
O'j W = In - 1 ,

Inj

where rr-1(f-1(0)) = L mjEj anel Vj(w) is the order of the form Jr*(w) along the component Ej •

Moreover, Loeser and Vacui6 prove in (LV] with the help of the vanishing theorem (E. Vieweg)
that

Ria.. (L:(j) 0Wy) = 0 fori > °anel j = 1, ... ,d-1.

This involves that
din1 H 1(Y: (L:(j))-I) = dirn H 1([ll'2. Ao{j - :3))

for j = 1, ... ,d - 1 and Q = j Id - 1.
It is proven in [LV] that

H 1(F2
, Aa(j - 3)) = 0,

if Q = j Id - 1 does not belong to one of the spectra of x E Sing D. Summarizing we obtain the
Loeser-Vaquie's result

Theorem 16 ([LV]). If D = D1 +... + Dk C JID2 is a red-uced C7.1rve, then

~D(t) = (t _l)k-l TI (~Q(t))la,

L')EA o

where AD is the set 0/ 0' E Q for which -1 < 0:' < 0, d· 0" E tz and Cl belongs to the specl'rum
%ne 0/ the singularities x E SingD J and

ßcr(t) = (t -'exp(21r'iO'))(t - exp( -2rria)),

La = dimH I (w2,Aa(d(o:+1)-3)).
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7.8. Ca/cu/ation of the Alexander po/inomial in terms of cohom,ology of rational differential
forms ([KoJ). T.Kohno calClllates .6.v(t) for R. reduced irreducible curve D C ~ transversally
intersecting the line Loo ,at infinit~·. To calculate .6. D (t) in terms of differential [orms one
needs some prelinlinary results about the connection between cohomology of infinite and d-fold
coverings of C2\D. \Ne'll obtain these results in general setting in the next section, and then
we'll calculate .6.D(t) in section 8.6.

8 The homology of cyclic coverings of the complement
to a plane curve

\Ve pass to the exposition of the main results of the paper [[{Al The problem is to consider
as general curve as possible, not reduced and without conditions at infinity as it was assumed
in the previous section. \Ve return to the notation of section 6 : D =ml D1 + ... + mk Dk C C2

is a curve of degree d defined by the equation f( x, y) = 0 and so on.
8.1. Let I.pn : Xn -+ X be n-fold cyclic covering of X = ((:2, where ~)(n is a normalization of

the surface defined by the equation Zn = f(x, y) in cJ. Denote :(' = ): \ D, )<~ = X n -\ 8, B =
rp;;1 (D). Then the infinite cyclic covering r.p = rpoo : .'\fX) -7 )C' factors through the unramified
covering rpn : X~ -+ )C' and we have a commutative diagram

A... • X tPoo, .. X' rP n X'
"f". oo~ n~

(2)

where e(u) = t = e2rriu for 1l E U = C, en(z) = t = zn and ;; = e2rriu/n for z E S~ = C \ {O}.
We'll be interested in the connection between the homology of the affine variety )C~ and its

projective completion .~n.

Remark 3 The investigation of cyclic coverings Xn of the plane [F2 (theory of algebraic sur
faces) was the main reason for O.Zariski ([Zl], [Z2J) to stucly n;1 (C2

\ D). The computation of
the irregularity q(Xn ) and other invariants of .X'n is one of the direetions of the subjeet whieh
we don't touch (see the Sakai 's survey [Sa]).

Let f : JID2 --+ S = JIDI be a rational map corresponding to the morphism f : .\" -7 5,
not defined only at some points of the infinite line Loo = JID2 \ (:2 = /-1 (00). Resolving the
points of indeterminaey by means of {7-processes {7 : .\'" -+ JP!2 we get a morphism J = f . (7 :
X -+ S. \Ve ean imagine .X" = ~ to be obtained from .\' by means of throwing out a curve
(7-I(Loo ) which consists of some quasisections and some components of fibres of the o10rphism
J. Analogously we ean construet a completion .\n. \Ve bcgin with a hypersurfaee in I?3 defined
~y the equation x'~ = x~J(XO,XI,X2)' where !(xo,Xt,:C2) is a homogeneous polynonüal of
degree degj associated with f, m = n - deg f. Let .\'n be a normalization of this surface
and 0n : X n -+ JID2 be indueed by the morphisn1 I..pn : .\'n -7 .\'. Resolving the singularities
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and the points of indeterminacy of morphisnls we get a snl00th surface Xn :> X~, where
X~ = X n \ SingXn , and a commutative diagranl

)\~ C yo C ~ rbn \' ::> \
4 n . n--+~ .

j!~ j! jJn jJ j! (3)

S' C Sn C C; ~ ~. J Sn l- n ~-

8.2. Let us formulate the conditions which \Ve ilnpose on the curve D. vVe say that the
condition (Irrn ) holeIs for a curve D if all the curves Bi = <p;;1 (Dd: i = 1, ... , k,are irreduci ble.

Definition 12 A CUTve D is connected m.odll/o n, if lhe 8UPP0'l'! of the divisor

Dmodn = L rn..iDi
mi~Omodn

is conneeted. D is absolulely connected 'modlllo n J 01' shorter: satisfies the condition (Cn L if

D is conneeted 'modulo 11 1 fo'l' each '11.1, n 1 1 n.

\Ve need the condition (Cn ) to get the following

Theorem 17 ([!( !{}). 11 D satisfies the condition (Cn ) J then

HO(Xn , 0');.) = c.

This theorem affims that the regular and regular invertible functions on the affine variety
.X'n are only constants, i.e. the matter is the salne as on ~. From this theorem follows that
from the point of view of one-dimensional homology only the components Bi = cp;;1 (D i ), which
lie on the nonnalization .\~ 1 are essential for a compactification )(~ C Xn.

Corollary 4 . 11 a curve D satisfies the condition (Cu L then the inclusion i : X~ C ~X'n induces
an isontorphism

i. : Hl(X~) ~ H1(J:n ). '"

8.3. The relation between homology of .X'~ and Xn is given by

Theorem 18 ([I(I(]).
(i) If D satisfies the conditions (Cn ) and (Irrn ) J then there is an exact sequence

k

0--+ EfjCii --+ HI(X~lrc) Ä H1(.\'nlC) --+ 0,
i=l

where i = in : );~ C 4\'n is an i-rnbeddingJ and the cycle 1i E !{er i. cOlTesponds to "going arroud
the component Bi" .

(ii) k[oreoverJ if D satisfies the conditions (Cn(D)) and (Irrn(D)) J then the sequence (4 n ) is
exaet for alt n.
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The condition of Theorem 17 (i) holds if the support of the curve D is connected in [:2 anel
(mi, n) = 1 for each multiplicity mi (in particular, if P is a redllced cUf.ve). If D is an irreducible
curve, we get a generalization of the Libgober's reslllt: dirn [{er i. = 1 (the conditions at infinity
are superfluous).

8.4. The -relation of Ht ()';oo) and Ht (X~). The proof of Theorem 17 (ii) is based on the
application of the fvIilnor exact sequenee (see seetion l) to analyse the relation of H 1(.)(00) and
H1()(~) for different n.

Consieler the l\/lilnor exact sequenee for thc infinite cyclic covering 'Poo,n : "\'00 -+ X~. [f
Gn C 1Ft is the infinite cyclic group generated by hn

1 then .\~ = .·\'oo/C;n and ){' = )(~/ J-Ln,
where J.ln = 1F t /Gn is the cyclie grollp of order n. Denote by hn the alltomorphislu of X·~

induced by the monodrorny h. Then hn is the generator of the group J.ln which eorresponds
also to the generator of the Galois group Gal( k( 4\~) / k{-X")).

Put together the rvlilnor exact sequenee anel the exact sequence (4 n )

1
H t (.\''XJ)

jhn
- id

H1 (~\oo)

j(<Pco.n).

H ( "\rf ) Ci n h H ('" ) 01 4-'\n 1 ·'\n -

1
Ho()\oo)

1
o

The group 1Ft = Z with the generator h = h. acts on the spaces H1(Xoo ), HtC.\'~) and
HdJen) (on Hl(~\'~) and Ht(Xn) the action is reduced to t~~ group {Ln = JF1JC;n with the
generator hn). Clearly, the homomorphisms (i.poo.n). anel (in). are equivariant.

We denote
HdXoo ) = EBiH l (Xoo),\j = H1(4)(00),\;1 EB H1(){oo)i:t

the root decomposition of the automorphism h, where Hd.';(oo)i:l = ffi,\i:t H t (Xoo }>,' 'vVe shall
apply the analogous notation for the root decolnposition of the spaces H1(X~) anel H1(Xn )

corresponding to the autoITIorphism hn = (h n )•.

The colomn in diagram (.sn) gives that Hl(.>\~) is aln10st hn(<poo.n). C Hl(X~),

Coker('Poo,n). ~ Ho(."\oo), Ho(Xoo ) = C, and h acts triviallyon Ho(.Yoo ). On the other hand,
hn('Poo,n). = Coker(hn - id). We need an easy exercise in the linear algebra.

Lemma 1 . Let h be an automorphism 01 a veclor space LJe. Then
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(i) fl the Jordan decomposition 01 h has only one Jordan block with a eigenvalue .\ i=- 0,
then for "In E N the automorphism h" also has one Jordan blor:k with the eigenvalue An. This
involves

(ii) fj h has no eigenvalues .\ = 0, then the number and the di'mensions oJ Jo'rdan blocks Jo'l'
hn are the same as Jor h.

(iii) fl h has only one Jordan block with A i=- 1, then h - 'icl : L --+ L is an isorno'l'phism,
and iJ A = 1, then dirn f{er(h - id) = dim L/{h-id)L = L.

Therefore, applying this len1ma to hn in the diagral11 U>n), we get that, Il10ving fron1 Hl{~){~)

to Hl(Xoo ), the Jordan blocks of H1{Xoo ) with An =j:. 1 disappear, and every Jordan block with
.\n = 1 gives one eigenvector in the space H1()\~) with the sarne eigenvalue.\. Denote by J =
J(h) the number of Jordan blocks of the automorphisn1 h, anel by .11 = JA=., Jn = /\"=1, J#l

the number of Jordan blocks with eigenvalues A = 1, with eigenvalues .\ such that An = 1, with
eigenvallIes not equal to 1 correspondingly. ThliS lemma involves that

8.5. The decomposition oJ H1()(~) info eigensubspaces. Now consider the line in th-e diagram
(5n ). On one hand, the .fact that ~X"//-Ln is a rational sllrface (anel hence there are no invariant
holomorphic forms on Xn ) involves that the operator hn on HtC.);n, C) has no eigenvalues

A = 1, H1(5:n , c) = Hd~f:n, C)#l' On the other hand, llnder the condition (Irrn), i.e. if the
curves Bi are irreducible, the cycles ::Yi, i' = 1, ... 1 k, are invariant relative to h n . This involves
the proof of the Theorem 17, and we obtain .that

This involves
dirn H1(Xn ) = Jn - J1 = J#I(D, n),

where J,# 1(D, n) is the number of .Jordan blocks of the rnonodromy h on H t (.Xoo , C) with
eigenvalues A f= 1 for which An = 1.

8.6. Calculation of the Alexander polinomial 01 an irreducible curve in tenns oJ cohomology
oJ rational differential f01'1ns ([Kol). Let D be an irredllcible curve (k = 1) of degree deg D = d.
[f D intersects the line at infinity transversally, then according to the Randell's theorem in
section 6 the monodromy h is semisimple, and .\d = 1. In the next section we obtain the
theorem on the semisimplicity of h without the assumption of the transversality of intersection
at infinity. Thus (8.4) and (8.5) involve that

H1(};00) ~ H1(Xd)'#I'

The surface X d C cJ defined by the equation zn = f(:l:, y) is nonl1al, because the curve D is
reduced. Recall that X' = C2

\ D, X~ = X d \ B 1 where B C Xd is the curve with the equation
z = 0 and <Pd : ~\;~ --+ .X' is an unramified covel'ing of degree d.

VVe apply the Grothendiek's theorem to calculate the cohOITIology H 1(X~, C). If X lS a
complex variety, D C X is a hypersurface, j : )(.' = X \ D --+ ); is the imbedding, then
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where !1x(* D) is de Rham 's complex of meromorphic [orms with poles along D. If _\' is an
affine variety, then

H'(X', C) = H"(f(n:y (*D)).

Apply this to X = rr'l anel X = Xd . We obtain

Let h = hd be a generator of the group AutXI.\':/, !-tel = I. Let ( = e2rri
/ d be a root of unity of

degree d and
fr(X~,C) = ffij:cifIl(.\~:tC)()

be the deeomposition into eigensubspaees. The nl0nodrorny h acts semisimply also on the
differential [arms on .\'d. The part eorresponding to the eigenvaille Ci is equal to

S· ~ - d(jd) - ddz - hInee f - z - ---;:, we ave

.. . j df .
d(zJw ) = jzJ-1dz /\ w + zJdw = (df /\ (,v' +dw):;J.

So the multiplication by zi =~ fi/ d defines an isomorphisIll of eomplexes

tzi
t
zi

... -+ O~\ (*D) Vi) n~\+l (*D) -+ ...

whe~e Vj is a regular eonnection in 0x(*D) defined by the fonnula

j df
\7j (w) = dw + df 1\ w.

Therefore,
HI(X~,C)(i = H1(f(OXd{*B)j,d) = H'(r(n~'«(*D), vi)

and we obtain Kohno's theorem.

Theorem 19 ([ K 0]). If D C CZ is an irreducible C'Ilrve 0/ degTee cl transversally intersecting
the line at in/ir:litYJ then the Alexander polynonüal is

~D(t)= 11 (t_(i)hJ ,

l$j::;d-l
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In virtue of the theorem on the simplicity of rTIonodromy in the next section we obtain the
generalization of Kohno:s theorem:
Theorem 18'

i). The [(ohno 's theorern is true without the condition 01 transversality at infinity;
ii). il D is a conneeted reduced curve) then

L\D(t)=(t-1)l II (t_(i)hj.
l~i~d-l

9 The semisimplicity of the monodromy

9.1. If a curve D c ca is reduced and jj transversally intersects the line at infinity, then
the monodromy h on Hr(~~oo) is semisimple, because it coincides with the monodroillY of
a quasihomogeneous singularity (see seetion 6). "Ve generalize it to the ease of nonreduced
curves without any conditions at infinity, anel use quite different ieleas based on the Milnor
exact sequenee and the theory of mixed Hodge struetures.

Theorem 20 ([f1" [{]). [I a curve D satisfies the conditions (Cn(D)) and ([rrn(D))~ then the
'monodrorny h on H r ()(oo)#r is se"misimple.

"Ve sketch the proof of this Theorem. "\fe have to prove that the Jordan blocks of the auto
morphism h on H r(Xoo ) with eigenvalues " i= 1 are oue-dimensional. "Ve eompare the 1l10ll

odromies on homology of )(00 and on homology of a nonsingular fibre Y. Let Y = X t = I-I(t),
correspondingly Y = Xt = I-I(t), be a nonsingular fibre (döse to Xo) of the morphisIll f,
corresponelingly I, in the diagram (3). The morphislllS <{Jn and <(Joo are unramified coverings
and the fibers <p;;l(Y) and <p;l(y) break up into components isomorphie to Y. Choosing points
u E e;}(t) and l E e;;l(t) we can assurne that Y is embedded into ~~oo and )(~ as fibres f;;l(U)
and f;;l(l) such that the diagram

=

Hr(Y) ~ Ht(Y)

jj. p.

~Xoo cP I X~ ':--+ .X"n'
OO,n 'l

is commutative. \Ve get a commutative diagram for homology

H1(Y) =

(joo ).j
Hr(Xoo ) -7 Hd-X~) ~ H1(.\:n).

I.

The monodromy operator acts on ~he spaces Hr(.7\00), H1();~L Hr( Y) and Hr( Y) and the
homomorphisms in the above diagram are equivariant~ i.e. COll1nnlte with the action of the
monodromy operators. The part of the diagranl corresponding to the eigenvalues A i= 1 is the
following



The key place of the proof is the following. On one hand, in virtue of (8.4) every .Jordan
block of the automorphisrll h on H1(.)[00 )i:.l (i.e. the invariant sub~pace L on which h consists
of one Jordan block) gives in H1(.Xn) one non zero vector, diln-i•. (CPoo,n).L = 1. On the other
hand, a two-dimensional block L can be obtained fro1l1 a two-dilnensional block L in HdY).
At last the theory of Inixed Hodge structures yieds that we can choose L in such a way that

j.(L) = °in H 1(Xn ). This shows that the blocks in H 1 (){00):/:1 can be only one-dimensional.
9.2. If D is an irreducible curve, then ~D(l) = ±l [KIJ. Hence from Theorem 20 we obtain

the following theorem.

Theoren1 21 The monodromy h on H1(Xoo ) is semisimple for an irreducible curve D.

Remark 4 The analogous statement is not true for knots. For example, for the kn<:>t 8 10 the
monodromy h on H 1(.'Koo ) isn 't semisimple.

Proposition 5 Let D = n11 D1 + D' be a curve satisfying the following conditions:
i) D1 is irreducible and D1 ct supp(D')J
ii) there exists a point x E D1 n supp( D') at which fhe divisor D1 + D~ed is locally a divisor

with normal crossingsJ
iii) for the curve D' the -monodromy h on HdXoo h is se-misimple.
Then for the curve D the -monodromy h on Hr(Xoo h is se-misimple.

\Ve sketch the proof of this proposition. From the hOlnological Nlilnor exact sequence it
follows that one needs to show that the Alexander polynornial ~D(t) of the curve D satisfies
the condition: .6.D (t) = (t - 1)k-l . .6.'(t), where D-.' is a polynomial such that .6.'( 1) =j:. 0, anel k is
the nun1ber of irreducible components of D. The straightforward calculations of the Alexancler
polynomial (as in (Kl] and [K2]), using Fox's free calculus, sllow that the polynomial ßD(t)
possesses the required property under the conditions of the proposition.

As a consequence of this proposition and Theorenl 20 we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 22 Let D = ml D1 + ... + mkDk be a curve satisfying the conditions 0/ Theore'm 20
and such that for i = 1, ... , k - 1-' there exists, a point Xi E Di+1 n (U~= 1 Dj) such that the curve
D{i+1) = D 1 + ... + Di+1 is locally a divisor with normal crossings at Xi- Then Jor the curve D
the Inonodromy h on H1(.)[00) is semisimple.

Conjecture. lf a curve D satisfies the conditions (Cn(D)) and (Irrn(D)), then the -monodron~y

h on H1(Xoo ) is semisünple.
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10 On the mixed Hodge structure on H1(Xoo )

The construction of 4~OO for ){' = ~ \ D is analogous to the construction of a canonical fibre
for a family of nonsingular projective varieties over the pllnctllred disk S' 01' for the l\/lilnor
fibration of a hypersurface singlllarity, but in our case the fibration f' : 4~' -+ S' is not locally
trivial. In these cases there is a limit MHS (W.Schmid~ .J .Steenbrink). We want to introduce a
MHS on H t (4~OO' Q) such that the homomorphislTIS

are NIHS rnorphisms.
The surface )(~ is a nonsingular algebraic variety and so there is the MHS on H 1()(~)

introduced by Deligne [G-S]. Remind that we must take a nonsingular projective variety -I\'n :>
X~ such that "-\'n \ 4~~ = fJ is a divisor with normal crossings. The weight filtration ItV. defines
spectral sequence which involves an exact NIHS sequence

where there is a pure Hodge structure of weight 1 on H t (Jcn ), jj( t) is a disjoint union of the
components of tJ and there is a pure Hodge structure of weight 2 and type (1,1) on HO(tJ(l)).
In our case by the Theorenl 17 this exact sequence is the exact sequence

clual to the sequence (4n ). So if 1'V. is the weight filtration on H1()(~), H 1(X~) = t,V2 :> lVI :> 0,
then ItVI = H 1(-"Rn) and Gr~V = W2 /I'VI = EBC . 7; and the pure Hodge structure on Gr~v is of
type (1,1).

In our case the cyclic group /-ln = 7l/n71, generated by h.~) acts on H 1(X~). The monodronlY
h~ is a NIHS isomorphism since hn is an isomorphism of the algebraic variety X~. From section
(8.5) we have

H1(Xn) = HI(X~)#t, HI(X~)1 ~ EB7=t C ' it.
Hence the MHS on HI(_X:~) splits and is the direct surn of pure Hodge structures of weight 1
on H1(-I\;n) and of weight 2 and type (1,1) on EB7=IC '1"(.

Consider the diagram dual to the diagram (5n )

2.5



r
HI(Xoo )

jw)n - id

H 1( .':('X) )

1(cPoo,nr
o- HI(.);n)- Hl(.':(~) · @~~IC' ii- 0

r
HO(~,:\oo )

t
o

By the Theorem 20 if n( D) I n, then

is an isomorphism. So if we introduce the MHS on H I (Xoo ) as a direct sum of the pure Hodge
structure of weight 1 on H I (Xoo);tl, obtained by the isomorphism ('Poo,n(D))-, and the pure
Hodge structure of weight 2 and type (1,1) on HI(Xoo )}, then we obtain the desired MHS.

Theorem 23 ([K [(]). [] a curve D satisfies fhe condit.,zons (Cn(D)) and (Irrn(D)) , then there
exists a natural mixed Hadge structure on H 1(./\00' Q) 811Ch that the homomorphisms 'P~,n :
HI()<~,Q) -7 HI(.':\oo,Q) are iVJHSmorphisms. [/ a Cllrve D is irreducible, then the kfHS on
HI (Xoo , 1Q!) is pure.
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